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ABSTRACT 

One concept central to theories of multijoint control concerns the selection of 

muscles for the appropriate joint motion. For multijoint movements, a given muscle 

torque at an individual joint can lead to flexion, extension, or very little motion, since 

mechanical effects coming from other segments interact with muscle torque. This study 

quantified the contribution of muscle torque to initial joint motion for horizontal arm 

movements throughout the workspace. 

Previous studies of arm mechanics have been limited to a few movements or have 

focused on one joint In contrast, this study reports data for both the shoulder and elbow 

joints. Moreover, a large number of movements were used for which direction, 

excursion, and distance were manipulated. Using high speed video recordings and 

techniques of inverse dynamics, a ratio of muscle torque to total torque was computed for 

each movement as a measure of contribution of muscle torque to joint acceleration. 

One consistent finding was that the muscle torque contribution consistendy 

differed between the shoulder and elbow for most of the workspace. At one joint, muscle 

torque directly contributed to acceleration with negligible interaction torque ('simple' 

muscle torque contribution), thus the joint appeared to act as the launcher of the arm. At 

the other joint, both muscle and interaction torques contributed to joint acceleration 

('complex' contribution), thus the joint appeared to be responding to mechanical effects 

from motion at other joints. This contrast between joints may provide a simplifying 

feature for multijoint arm control. Specifically, only one of the two joints has complex 
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mechanics, while the other joint, surprisingly, has simplified mechanics similar to a 

single joint in isolation. 

Movements in this study also demonstrated a three fold covariance (muscle 

torque contribution, movement direction, and the relative excursions of the shoulder and 

elbow) regardless of distance. A covariance of movement features, historically viewed 

as a confound, may provide a further simplification for arm control by reducing the 

unknowns; namely, the muscle torque contribution is associated with a resultant direction 

and joint excursions, or a direction or set of excursions is achieved by the associated 

muscle torque contribution. 
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L GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The apparent ease and coordination with which we move our arms belies the 

complex musculoskeletal system which must be managed by the nervous system. 

Exploring how the nervous system and musculoskeletal system work together to produce 

movement typically involves the study of the causative forces (kinetics) and/or the 

resulting motion (kinematics). One fimdamental issue in the coordination of arm 

movements, given the complex mechanics of a multilinked skeletal system, is how the 

nervous system regulates force at the shoulder and elbow joints to achieve appropriate 

joint kinematics (Hollerbach 1982, Soechting 1991, Spom and Edelman 1993, Zajac and 

Gordon 1989). 

Joint excursion and acceleration result from torque, the rotary component of 

force. In a freely moving limb such as the arm during pointing or reaching behaviors, 

the total torque acting at a joint can be divided into three major components: a) torque 

due to gravity, b) torque due to mechanical interactions, and c) torque due to active and 

passive muscle properties. Torque due to mechanical interaction, also known as 

interaction torque or motion-dependent torque, is an important passive torque which, in 

the freely moving arm, arises from motion of other segments in the limb (Sainburg et al 

1995, Zemicke and Smith 1996). Muscle torque is of peculiar interest as it is the only 

torque component at a joint which is directly controlled by the nervous system and thus 

is an important link between the nervous system and the limb. 

How the nervous system utilizes muscle torque in producing joint excursion and 

acceleration is not straightforward. For horizontal movements, there are two general 
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ways in which muscle torque at a joint can contribute to that joint's kinematics (Putnam 

1991). The simplest way is where muscle torque is the predominant torque component at 

the joint and thus is the primary cause of joint acceleration. In other words, muscle 

torque is large and interaction torque is small. The purest case of this role is in a single 

joint movement as there is no interaction torque. Physiology textbooks typically include 

the simple role during a single joint movement as the standard example of how muscle 

contraction leads to joint motion. A simple role for muscle torque, however, is rarely 

reported in the multijoint movements of daily activities such as walking and reaching 

(Putnam 1991 1993, Soechting 1989, Soechting and Lacquaniti 1981, Winter and 

Robertson 1978, Zajac and Gordon 1989, 2[emicke and Smith 1996, Zemicke and 

Schneider 1993). The second and more complex role is where muscle torque and a 

relatively large interaction torque combine to determine joint acceleration. Here muscle 

torque may be equal to or less than interaction torque. Thus a joint's kinematics do not 

result directly from muscle torque at the joint alone but rather from the interplay between 

muscle torque and interaction torque. This complex contribution is more commonly 

reported in multijoint movements including arm movements (HoUerbach and Rash 1982, 

Sainburg et al 1995). 

For almost 20 years, a major focus in the multijoint movement literature has been 

on the study of the interplay between muscle torque and interaction torques, commonly 

known as intersegmental dynamics (Thelen et al 1992, Zemicke and Smith 1996). These 

torque components are typically derived by the technique of inverse dynamics (Sainburg 

et al 1995, Zemicke and Smith 1996, Zemicke and Schneider 1993). This technique 
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estimates the torque components by employing joint position, velocity, acceleration and 

mass-segment parameters as inputs into equations of motion. Numerous studies have 

used this technique to investigate how intersegmental dynamics are controlled in a 

variety of behaviors. These behaviors include upper extremity movements of the himian 

arm (Bastian et al 1996, Cooke and Viiji-Babul 1995, Darling and Cole 1990, HoUerbach 

and Flash 1982, Pumam 1993, Sainburg et al 1995, Viiji-Babul and Cooke 1995) and the 

cat forelimb (Martin et al 1995). Lower extremity movements such as human 

locomotion and kicking (Putnam 1991, Winter and Robertson 1978) and cat locomotion 

and pawshake (Hoy et al 1985b, Hoy and Zemicke 1985a, Hoy and Zemicke 1986, 

Koshland and Smith 1989, Zemicke and Smith 1996) have also been studied. 

Intersegmental dynamics is also an important aspect in the study of the development of 

early skilled reaching in the infant (Konczak et al 1995, Konczak and Thelen 1994, 

Thelen et al 1992 1993, Zemicke and Schneider 1993) as well as in the learning of novel 

tasks in the adult (Young and Marteniuk 1995, Schneider et al 1989). 

Several studies have shown that interaction torque is not a trivial torque 

component during arm movement Indeed, if not anticipated and controlled, then 

interaction torques can produce abnormal movement This has been demonstrated both 

with computer simulation as well as with empirical results. Using simulation, HoUerbach 

and Flash (1982) observed abnormal hand paths and significant accuracy errors when 

interaction torque terms were deleted from the shoulder and elbow equations of motion. 

Similarly, abnormal changes in simulated joint excursion and joint velocity occurred 

when muscle torque was held constant in the face of increasing interaction torque (Cooke 
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and Viiji-Babul 1995). Certain padent populations demonstrate movement deficits 

which appear due to poor control of interaction torques. In addition, the overshoot which 

is characteristic of cerebellar ataxia has been linked to insufficient muscle torque in the 

face of large interaction torque (Topka et al 1998). Patients with cerebellar lesions also 

reach with abnormal wrist paths which, in part, result from a failure to precisely match 

muscle torque to the interaction torque at the elbow (Bastian et al 1996). Patients who 

lack proprioception due to large fiber sensory neuropathy also exhibit abnormal hand 

paths due to a failure to adapt muscle torque to changes in interaction torque at the elbow 

(Ghez et al 1996, Ghez and Sainburg 1995, Gordon et al 1995, Sainburg et al 1993 

1995). These studies suggest that failing to coordinate the interplay between muscle 

torque and interaction torque has clinically significant effects on joint kinematics. 

There is convincing evidence that the central nervous system takes into account 

the mechanical effect of muscle activity patterns when pre-planning a multijoint arm 

movement Many studies of multijoint behavior document initial muscle activity or 

initial muscle torque that are appropriate to resist or assist interaction torques well before 

motion-dependent feedback is available (Abend et al 1982, Cooke and Viiji-Babul 1995, 

Ghez and Sainburg 1995, Hollerbach 1982, Hollerbach and Flash 1982, Koshland and 

Hasan 1994, Sainburg et al 1995, Smith and Zemicke 1987, Winter and Eng 1995, 

Zemicke and Smith 1996). In a striking example, Cooke and Viiji-Babul (1995) showed, 

in movements of the elbow and wrist joints, that wrist muscle activity prior to movement 

was appropriate to assist interaction torque in producing wrist motion. When larger 

elbow excursions produced excessive interaction torque at the wrist, initial wrist muscle 
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activity and muscle torque abruptly switched from flexor to extensor in order to resist 

interaction torque. The initial muscle activity was both prior to movement and 

appropriate to counter the excessive interaction torques of the impending movement 

This suggests the nervous system selects initial muscle activity patterns with some 

anticipation of the interplay between muscle torque and interaction torques throughout 

the limb. One consequence of these findings is that intersegmental dynamics have 

become increasingly used to discuss neural aspects of arm movements (Gottlieb et al 

1997, Sainburg et al 1995, Smith and Zemicke 1987, Zemicke and Smith 1996). 

This project addressed specific gaps in the study of the control of multijoint arm 

tasks. First, of the studies which have examined kinetics of two arm joints in normal 

adults (Almeida et al 1995, Bastian et al 1996, Buneo et al 1995, Gottlieb et al 1997, 

1996, Hollerbach and Flash 1982, Hong et al 1994, Kaminski and Gentile 1986, 

Schneider and Zemicke 1989, Soechting and Lacquaniti 1981), only three reported 

muscle torque and interaction torque (Bastian et al 1996, Buneo et al 1995, Hollerbach 

and Flash 1982). Second, of the few studies which have reported both joint kinematics 

and kinetics at the arm (Ghez et al 1996, Sainburg et al 1995, Cooke and Viiji-Babul 

1995, Viiji-Babul and Cooke 1995), only three reported data on more than one joint 

(Hollerbach and Flash 1982, Kaminski and Gentile 1986, 1989, Bastian et al 1996). 

Finally, these three studies explored multijoint movements of limited joint excursion 

combinations or movement directions. Thus even collectively, these reports do not 

encompass movements across the workspace. Consequently, they leave signiHcant gaps 

which preclude the determination of whether there exists a general relationship between 
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muscle torque and joint kinematics. This project was the first to systematically explore 

the kinetic to kinematic relationship for multiple joints of the arm during movements 

throughout the workspace. 

As stated above, a major focus of this project was to determine the relationship 

between kinetics and kinematics for arm movements, more specifically between muscle 

torque and joint acceleration. Both muscle torque and joint acceleration are common 

measurements in the analysis of multijoint movements (Ahneida et al 1995, McFadyen, 

1994, Robertson & Winter 1980, Soechting and Lacquaniti 1981, Winter 1990). Each 

variable, however, is typically reported separately and hence, their relationship has rarely 

been explicitly investigated in arm movements (McFadyen, 1994). This project 

examined this specific relationship in order to determine the relative contribution of 

muscle torque to joint motion. 

One biomechanical variable which does address the relationship between joint 

kinetics and kinematics is joint power. Defined as the product of muscle torque and jomt 

velocity, joint power has been used to indicate how the mechanical energy generated by 

muscles flows between segments of a limb (Winter 1990, Zemicke and Smith 1996). In 

multijoint movements, power values at a joint indicate whether mechanical energy is 

being absorbed (eccentric condition), generated (concentric condition) or transferred 

(isometric condition). For instance, negative joint power values occur when muscle 

torque and joint velocity are in opposite directions. Here muscles at the joint are, in 

general, functioning to absorb energy under eccentric conditions. Joint power has been 

widely used in the study of normal and pathological human locomotion (Robertson 1987, 
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Robertson and Winter 1980, Winter and Eng 1995, Winter and Robertson 1978). 

Recently, McFadyen (1991, 1992ab, 1993, 1994) developed a graphical representation of 

joint power, called a 'power plane'. This graph allows joint power as well as the moment 

to moment relationship of muscle torque to joint velocity to be observed. 

For the purpose of this project, however, joint power was not appropriate because 

it is ambiguous regarding intersegmental dynamics. Given that joint power is the product 

of muscle torque and joint velocity, large muscle torque and small joint velocity or small 

muscle torque and large velocity could result in the same joint power value. Thus, the 

same joint power value can occur with either a simple or a complex muscle torque 

contribution to joint motion. 

This project used a simple, yet specific reflection of both intersegmental 

dynamics and the relative contribution of muscle torque to joint acceleration, a ratio of 

muscle torque to total torque. This muscle torque to total torque ratio (MUS/TT) 

describes the relationship between the torque component directly controlled by the 

nervous system (muscle torque) to the total torque (total torque), which by definition is 

directly proportional to joint acceleration. Thus, this ratio (MUS/TT) provided a method 

of quantifying the specific role of muscle torque in the production of joint motion. For 

clarification, a comparison of joint power, simple and complex muscle torque 

contribution, and the terms 'concentric' and 'eccentric' is included in Table 1.1. 

This project is organized to discuss MUS/TT values at the shoulder and elbow 

joints in relation to two basic characteristics which describe arm movement, movement 

direction and joint excursion combinations. Both direction and joint excursions appear 
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important in ttie neural planning and control of arm movements (Kalaska et al 1996). By 

asking subjects to reach to locations throughout the workspace, a wide range of 

directions and a wide range of joint excursions occurred. Thus, this project had a broader 

scope than previous studies of the intersegmental dynamics of arm movements. In 

addition, with the wide range of directions and joint exctirsions, this project was able to 

address the issue of generalizable rules for all arm movements. To this end, the final 

goal of this project was to quantify and test the rule of differential control, which 

qualitatively relates muscle torque and joint acceleration, for arm movements. 
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n. GENERAL METHODS 

This project required the same general arm task for all experiments; horizontal 

point-to-point arm movements from a common starting position to a designated target 

location. The same kinematic and kinetic measurements were obtained for the shoulder 

and elbow joint for all trials. The techniques used to acquire these measurements are 

included in this section. The number of subjects, the instructions to subjects and the 

target placements are discussed separately in the appropriate chapter. 

Subjects 

Normal adult subjects participated in all experiments. All subjects were recruited 

from the Tucson community, ranged from 25 to 37 years of age, had no musculoskeletal 

or neurological diagnoses and included both males and females. The task of pointing 

used in this study is typically acquired by age of one year, and is considered a highly 

practiced arm activity in the adult (Konczak et al 1995). As such, gender or race 

differences were not known or expected. Competitive athletes in sports which require 

specific upper extremity skill such as pitching, calf-roping and tennis were excluded. 

Apparatus 

For all experiments, subjects sat facing a large table, with the dominant (right) 

arm supported by a mechanical apparatus which was free to roll on the table. The 

apparatus was composed of two aluminum segments which supported the forearm and 

hand. An orthoplast splint, fit to the subject's hand, was attached to the top of the distal 
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aluminum segment The hand rested in the splint with the fingers slightly flexed and the 

index finger visible to point at the target The forearm rested on the proximal aluminum 

segment in a supinated position. The forearm was secured by an inflated blood pressure 

cuff. The proximal aluminum segment was attached to a circular platform base, which 

rolled on steel ball bearings. These bearings rolled on a flat hard table surface with a 

minimum of friction. The apparatus maintained the arm in a horizontal position and 

allowed flexion and extension at the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints. 

Procedures 

Prior to each trial, the subject's arm was placed in the same start position. This 

initial position was maintained by having the subject align the tip of the index finger and 

a specific section of the forearm with two small laser lights which projected toward the 

table from above. Target locations were indicated by a Plexiglas disc (2.5 x 2.5 x .5 cm) 

positioned 24 cm above the table. A light within the target was activated to indicate 

when to move the finger towards the target 

From a common central start position, subjects were instructed to make one 

movement to the target and to move such that the tip of the index finger stopped under 

the target disk. No explicit instructions regarding accuracy or path to the target were 

given. Subjects completed all trials to one target location before the target was relocated. 

The order of target locations was randomized for all experiments. Subjects were allowed 

practice trials to all target locations. 
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Data Collection 

A high speed video system (frame rate 120 Hz, 1 sample/8 msec. Peak 

Performance Technologies, Inc.) was used to obtain kinematic data. Reflective markers 

were placed on the following landmarks: a) bilateral acromion processes, b) lateral 

epicondyl of right humerus, c) styloid process of right radius, d) tip of right index finger. 

The video camera was positioned 3.5 ft above the table with lens perpendicular to the 

table and the subject's arm. Individual trials were recorded onto standard VHS video 

tape. To begin each trial, the experimenter pushed a trigger which simultaneously: a) 

produced a square light on the time-locked video frame (event marker), and b) 

illuminated the target disk (go signal). Computer software (Peak Performance 

Technologies, Inc.) detected the location of each reflective marker, calculated the center 

of each marker, and generated x and y coordinates for each marker in the field of view 

for each frame of each trial. Kinematic data were filtered with a fourth order, critically 

damped filter with a 5 Hz cutoff. Positive kinematic variables were in the flexion 

direction. See Figure 2.1 for representative kinematics for a single trial. 

Kinematic data were used in the calculation of the rotary component of forces 

(torques) applied to the segments of each joint (Zemicke and Smith 1996). Joint 

kinematics (position, velocity, and acceleration), estimated mass segment parameters 

(Winter 1990) and apparatus mass (1.8kg) were used as inputs for the equations of 

motion. Standard inverse dynamic techniques were used in the calculation of torques at 

each joint Specifically, equations adapted from Sainburg et al. (1995) were used to 

calculate a) the composite or total torque at a joint (self torque) and b) the torque due to 
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active and passive properties of all muscles crossing a joint (generalized muscle torque) 

and c) torque due to mechanical interactions between segments (interaction torque). For 

clarity, 'selT torque will be referred to as 'total' torque, as this torque component reflects 

the sum of muscle torque and interaction torque at a joint, and is directly proportional to 

joint acceleration. In these specific equations, total torque equaled muscle torque plus 

interaction torque. See Figure 2.1 for representative kinetics for a single trial and 

Appendix for detailed equations of motion and expanded discussion of terminology of 

'self and 'total'. In this project, interaction torque quantities were not reported due to 

the focus on muscle torque and total torque. By convention, total torque was in the same 

direction as joint acceleration with positive torques in the flexor direction. 

Data Analysis 

A single variable was desired which accurately reflected the relative contribution 

of muscle torque to joint motion, and had a clear quantitative meaning. A typical method 

of investigating how intersegmental dynamics produce joint motion is to compare the 

time series profiles of muscle torque and/or interaction torque to the profiles of total 

torque or joint acceleration (Hoy et al 1985a, Sainburg et al 1995). As the total torque at 

a joint is, by definition, directly proportional to joint acceleration, it is the kinetic 

equivalent of joint acceleration (Sainburg et al 1995). In other words, a muscle torque to 

total torque relationship accurately reflected both intersegmental dynamics as well as the 

relative contribution of muscle torque to joint motion. A ratio of the cumulative sum of 
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muscle torque to the cumulative sum of total torque (MUS/TT) was selected, SMus T ^ 

„JUoial T This sum is the algebraic sum of data point magnitudes for each torque 

component This project focused on the initial launching of the arm, therefore the 

MUS/TT for each joint was analyzed up to the time of the first peak of joint acceleration. 

The muscle torque to total torque relationship (MUS/TT) was a new method of 

analyzing kinetic data. As such, a clear understanding of MUS/TT values was paramount 

for interpretation of results. The following section discusses several important aspects of 

the MUS/TT and provides examples of how MUS/TT values were interpreted. 

MUS/TT accounts for two of the three torques at a joint, therefore, these values 

indirectly reflect the influence of the third torque, interaction torque. MUS/TT sign and 

magnitude reflect separate aspects of intersegmental dynamics. For example, a MUS/TT 

value of +1.00 (muscle torque equals total torque) reflects a pure simple role, whereas a 

value of -1.00 reflects a complex role (muscle torque and total torque are in opposite 

directions). The following four examples demonstrate how magnitudes of MUS/TT 

reflects intersegmental dynamics and more specifically the relative contribution of 

muscle torque to total torque and joint acceleration (Fig 2.2). Each graph displays 

muscle torque, interaction torque and total torque profiles up the time of peak joint 

acceleration, the ratio of cumulative sum of muscle torque to cumulative sum of total 

torque, and a brief equation relating muscle torque magnitude to interaction torque 

magnitude (ex. MUS>INT). The data in each graph is from acmal multijoint 

movements. 
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A- In Fig, 2.2A, a MUS/TT of 1.20 denotes thai a) muscle torque and total torque are in 

the same direction and b) muscle torque magnitude is 120% of total torque. Joint 

acceleration in the flexion direction (total torque in the +, flexor direction) is 

produced by a large flexor muscle torque working against a small extensor interaction 

torque (see Table 1.1). In other words, muscle torque is primarily determining joint 

acceleration. Therefore, a MUS/TT if 1.20 reflects a simple contribution of muscle 

torque to joint acceleration. 

B. In Fig. 2.2B, a MUS/TT of .80 denotes that a) muscle torque and total torque are in 

the same direction and b) muscle torque magnitude is 80% of total torque. Joint 

acceleration in the flexion direction (total torque in the flexor direction) is produced 

by a large flexor muscle torque working with a smaller flexor interaction torque. In 

other words, muscle torque is primarily determining joint acceleration. Therefore, a 

MUS/TT of .80 reflects another simple contribution of muscle torque to joint 

acceleration. 

C. In Fig. 2.2C, a MUS/TT of .20 denotes that a) muscle torque and total torque are in 

the same direction and b) muscle torque magnitude is only 20% of total torque. Total 

torque in the flexion direction is produced by a small flexor muscle torque working 

with a larger flexor interaction torque. In other words, interaction torque is primarily 

determining joint acceleration with assistance of a small amount of muscle torque. 

Therefore, a MUS/TT of .20 reflects a complex contribution of muscle torque to joint 

acceleration. 
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D. In Fig. 2.2D, a MUS/TT of -1.20 denotes that a) muscle torque and total torque are in 

the opposite dire^'tion and b) muscle torque magnitude is 120% of total torque. Here 

total torque in the flexion direction is produced by a large flexor interaction torque 

working against a large extensor muscle torque. In other words, a large interaction 

torque overcomes a slightly less large muscle torque to produce the small amount of 

total torque and joint acceleration. Therefore, a MUS/TT of -1.20 reflects a complex 

contribution of muscle torque to joint acceleration. 

The interpretation of the meaning of MUS/TT values can be expedited by 

considering the general range of values for simple and complex muscle torque 

contributions. Simple muscle torque contributions, which have relatively simple 

intersegmental dynamics, have MUS/TT values which are always positive and close to 

one (i.e. =+1.00). Complex muscle torque contributions, which have more complex 

intersegmental dynamics, can have a wide range of positive and negative MUS/TT 

values. For example, MUS/TT values of +5, -5 and 0 would all reflect clearly complex 

contributions. The large values (+/-5) reflect a small TT with a large MT, which occurs 

if the joint is held relatively motionless. The small values (close to 0) reflect a small MT 

with a relatively large TT, which occurs when joint acceleration results almost entirely 

from IT. 
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Hgure 2.1, Shoulder and elbow excursion, acceleration and torque components for a representative trial 

This figure shows UniMnarir and kinetic reoxds for a simple trial. Shoulder and elbow joint excursions 

are shown in A, joint accelerations in B, and the muscle torque, interaction torque and total torque 

profiles in C. A schematic figure of the initial position of the arm as seen firom above is illustrated at the 

right of A. All profiles (A-D) are over the same time period ('»800msec). Positive values indicate flexion 

or flexor torque. 
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Hgure 2H, Examples of various contributions of muscle torque to total torque 

The figure shows four examples of the muscle torque contribution to total torque at an individual joint 

(A-D). Numbers in the upper left of each graph indicate the ratio of the cumulative sum of muscle torque 

to that of total torque (MUS/TT). Toque components are shown in an area format to display how the 

various combinations of muscle torque and interaction torque result in the total torque. In 2.2A, a large 

flexor muscle torque counters a small extensor interaction torque to produce a flexor total tc»que (dart: 

line within muscle twque area). The similarity of muscle torque and total t(»que is reflected in a 

MUS/TT value close to +1.00, at 1.20. In 2.2 B, a large flexor muscle torque and small flexor interaction 

torque combine to produce a flexor total torque. Again, the similarity of muscle torque and total torque 

is reflected in a MUS/TT value close to +1.00, at .80. In 2.2C, a large flexor interaction toraue combines 

with a small flexor muscle torque to produce a flexor total torque. The difference between muscle torque 

and total torque is reflected in a MUS/TT value further firom -i-l.OO. at .20. In 2.2 D, a large flexor 

interaction torque counters a large extensor muscle torque to produce a small flexor total torque. The 

significant differences in muscle torque and total torque, for example the opposite signs, are reflected in a 

MUS/TT value far from +1.00, at -1.20. All torque profiles are shown up to the time of peak joint 

acceleration and in Newton meters. 
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Table 1.1, Comparison of the ratio of muscle torque to total torque, intersegmental dynamics, 

concentric/eccentric conditions and joint power 

This summary table allows a comparison of MUS/TT values, the muscle torque to total torque 

relationship (sign and magnitude of MT and TT), general intersegmental dynamics (MT and IT 

relationship, and simple vs. complex muscle t(»que contribution), the type of contraction condition and 

joint power for five examples cases. Also included is a schematic figure showing the general 

intersegmental dynamics at an individual joint in a multijoint limb for each case. The sign and relative 

magnitude of MT. FT in relation to TT (and thus joint acceleration) are shown for each case. 

Abbreviations: muscle torque (MT). interaction torque (IT), and total torque (TT). 
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in. CONTRIBUTION OF MUSCLE TORQUE TO TOTAL TORQUE IN 

SIMPLIFIED MULTUOINT ARM MOVEMENTS 

Introduction 

Classic single joint movements are the simplest movement in terms of mechanics. 

The subject is instructed to move one joint, while a manipulandum or apparatus 

constrains movement at adjacent joints. As a result, no interaction torque arise at the 

joint moved by the subject, and hence, the contribution of muscle torque to joint 

kinematics is always straightforward and always a simple contribution. Hence, for true 

single joint movements, muscle torque and total torque are exactly the same value. 

To increase the complexity of the movement, single joint movements can again 

be examined, but with the other joints are not constrained by an apparatus (Almeida et al, 

1995). Here subjects are free to move multiple joints of the arm, yet instructed to move 

only one specific joint This is a true multijoint task in that the subject must control all 

joints. The subject must move one joint, and at the same time, must stop other joints 

from moving. This type of multijoint movement will be referred to as a single-joint-

instructed task. 

The single-joint instructed task was useful as an initial examination of the 

contribution of muscle torque to total torque. Given the descriptive nature of current 

literature on intersegmental dynamics of the arm. it was difficult to determine if the 

muscle torque to total torque ratio (MUS/TT) values would be reasonable and 

interpretable in complex multijoint movements. The single-joint instructed task could 

assist in the interpretation of MUS/TT values as the intersegmental dynamics could be 
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accurately predicted. The intersegmental dynamics are such that the total torque of the 

joint instructed to move (focal joint) would be dominated by muscle torque. Muscle 

torque at the focal joint would, therefore, display a simple contribution. The resulting 

range of focal joint MUS/TT values could be accurately interpreted as characterizing a 

simple muscle torque role. This range was expected to be around +1.00. For the other 

joint (nonfocal joint) to remain relatively motionless, muscle torque and interaction 

torque must be approximately equal magnitudes yet opposite directions. Muscle torque 

at the nonfocal joint would therefore display a clearly complex contribution. The 

resulting range of nonfocal joint MUS/TT values then could be interpreted as 

characterizing a complex muscle torque role. Due to the small amount of motion at the 

nonfocal joint, TT should be small relative to MT. The nonfocal MT/TT values were 

expected to have larger values versus the focal joint and be further from +1.00. 

Thus, the single-joint-instructed task was a convenient experimental design to 

examine MUSAT values in movements with predicted simple and complex muscle 

torque contributions. The purpose of this experiment, therefore, was to determine the 

general range of MUS/TT values for joints displaying simple (focal joint) and complex 

(nonfocal joint) muscle torque contributions during a single joint-instructed task. 

Methods 

Five normal adults (4 females, 1 male, ranging in age from 25 to 37) participated 

in this experiment Subjects were instructed to move from a common central start point 

to a target using only the shoulder or elbow joint depending on the target location (Fig 
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3.1). Individual targets were placed throughout the workspace such that each could be 

reached with 20, 30 or 40® of shoulder or elbow joint excursion. Subjects were free to 

move the trunks as well as the shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, however were instructed 

to move only the shoulder or elbow as appropriate to reach a particular target Each trial 

had a joint instructed to move (focal) and a joint instructed not to move (nonfocal). The 

wrist was another nonfocal joint but will not be reported. Subjects performed 12 trials 

each of elbow flexion, elbow extension, shoulder flexion, shoulder extension to two of 

the three excursions (48 trials total). 

Results 

Muscle torque profiles were plotted with respect to a common total torque profile 

for the shoulder and elbow joints in representative trials of instructed-shoulder flexion 

movements for two subjects (Fig. 3.2A). For both subjects, each shoulder muscle torque 

profile remained close to the shoulder total torque profile. Thus as predicted, the focal 

joint displayed a simple muscle torque contribution. This means that shoulder joint 

acceleration resulted primarily from muscle torque. For both subjects, shoulder MUS/TT 

values for these trials, which described a simple role, ranged from .99 to 1.18. In 

contrast, each elbow muscle torque profile was further from the elbow total torque 

profile. Thus, the nonfocal joint displayed a complex muscle torque contribution in 

which elbow joint acceleration resulted from in interplay of muscle torque and 

interaction torques. The elbow MUS/TT values for these trials, which described a 

complex role, ranged from 2.44 to 32.80. 
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Muscle torque profiles were plotted with respect to a common total torque for 

both joints in representative trials of instructed-elbow flexion movements (Fig. 3.2B). 

For both subjects, each elbow muscle torque profile remained close to the elbow total 

torque. Thus, as predicted, the focal joint displayed a simple muscle torque contribution, 

meaning joint acceleration resulted primarily from muscle torque. The elbow MUS/TT 

values, which described a simple role, ranged from .80 to .99. In contrast, each shoulder 

muscle torque profile was further from the shoulder total torque profile. Thus, the 

nonfocal joint displayed a complex muscle torque contribution, meaning shoulder joint 

acceleration resulted from an interplay of muscle torque and interaction torques. The 

shoulder MUS/TT values, which described a complex role, ranged from -.56 to -3.65. 

When data for all single-joint-instructed trials (flexion and extension of the 

shoulder, flexion and extension of the elbow) were pooled, simple and complex 

contributions were characterized by different ranges of MUS/TT values. Histograms of 

MUS/TT values for focal and nonfocal joints for all subjects are shown separately in Fig. 

3.3. Focal joint MUS/TT values could have had a wide range of values, however all 

values remained within .50-1.50. In addition, the distribution of focal joint MUS/TT 

values was bell-shaped with higher frequencies occurring around +1.00 (mean .98+17) 

and lower frequencies occurring for values close to .50 and 1.50. In contrast, nonfocal 

joint MUS/TT values were distributed across a wide range from less than -14 to greater 

than 16 with the highest frequencies between -1 to 0 and 2 to 5. 

This general contrast between MUS/TT values at the focal and nonfocal joints 

was illustrated by the scatterplot of shoulder versus elbow MUSAT values for all trials 
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(Hg 3.4). Each data point represents the shoulder MUS/TT (x axis) plotted against the 

elbow MUS/TT (y axis) for an individual trial. Data points formed two groups: one 

group lay parallel to the vertical axis with the other group parallel to the horizontal axis. 

The vertical group contained shoulder-instructed movements with shoulder MUS/TT 

values were close to +1.00 (simple contribution) and various elbow MUS/TT values 

further from +1.00 (complex contribution). The horizontal group contained elbow-

instructed movements with elbow values close to +1.00 (simple contribution) and various 

shoulder MUS/TT values further from +1.00 (complex contribution). 

Conclusions 

This experiment demonstrated that simple and complex muscle torque 

contributions were characterized by distinctly different ranges and distributions of 

MUS/TT values. Focal joint values were consistently concentrated close to +1.00, 

whereas nonfocal joint had a wide range of positive and negative values which were 

consistently deviated from +1.00. This wide range occurred, in part, due to the relatively 

small TT values in combination with various amounts of MT. In other words, to move 

the arm in this task, focal joint acceleration resulted primarily from muscle torque 

whereas nonfocal joint acceleration resulted from an interplay of muscle torque and 

interaction torque. 

In a previous study, Almeida et al (1995) showed that the focal joint in a single-

joint instructed task had muscle activity patterns which resembled a true single joint 

movements where other joints are physically restrained. The focal joint MUS/TT values 
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reported here also resembled true single joint movement The nonfocal joint MUS/TT 

values resembled a joint with complex dynamics, as shown for other multijoint arm 

movements (Sainburg et al 1995, Zemicke and Smith 1996). The findings for focal and 

nonfocal joint in this experiment, therefore, appear to provide at least an initial range of 

MUS/TT values by which to examine arm movements across the workspace. 
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Figure 3.1, Scbematic of target locations fw single joint instructed tasic 

This schematic figure shows target locations fw single joint instructed task Open targets are for 

instructed shoulder flexion and extension movements of 20°, 30° or 40°. Dark targets are for instructed 

elbow flexion and extension movements. Subjects perfonned movements to 2 of 3 flexion and 2 of 3 

extension targets per joint Only one target was displayed at a time. 
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Figure 3.2, Comparison of muscle tcnque and total torque profiles in instructed shoulder- and instructed 

elbow-flexion movements 

This figure shows data firom the single joint instructed tasic- The stick figures illustrate the motion of 

segments fw instructed shoulder flexion (A) and elbow flexion (B). Each graph shows muscle torque 

profiles (thin lines) fcv individual trials in relation to a common total traque profile (red line) for two 

subjects (KA. LT). Torque in Newton-meters is on the Y axis. The numbers in the upper left of each 

graph indicate the range of MUS/TT values for each joint. For each shoulder flexion trial (A), the 

shoulder muscle torques appear close to the total torque, with MUS/TT values near +1.00, whereas elbow 

muscle torque profiles appear further from total torque, with MUS/TT values further from +1.00. In 

contrast, for each elbow flexion trial (B), the elbow muscle torque and total torque profiles appear close, 

with MUS/TT values near +1.00, whereas the shoulder muscle torque and total torque appear fiirther 

apart, with MUS/TT values fas £rom +1.00. For demonstration purposes, representative trials were 

selected based on the similarity of the total torque profiles. This enabled a single graph to accurately and 

clearly display muscle torque profiles from multiple trials in relation to a single total torque profile. For 

data analysis, however, each joint's muscle torque profile was compared with that joint's total torque-

generated boundaries (see General Methods for details). Time line is 100 msec. 
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Figure 3.3, Histogram of MUS/TT values for single joint instructed movements 

This figure shows histograms of MUS/TT values for the focal joint and the corresponding nonfocal joint 

for pooled trials for all subjects (ti=I99). Each histogram includes data for both the shoulder and elbow 

joints. Bins are read from left to right with each bin including values up to the bin number (for example, 

a bin labeled 2, which foUows a bin labeled 1, would include values greater than 1 up to and including 2. 
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Hgure 3.4, Scatteiplot of shoulder MUS/TT versus elbow MUS/TT for single joint instructed movements 

This figure shows a scatterplot of shoulder MUS/TT values (x axis) vs. elbow MUS/TT values (y axis) 

for pooled trials across all subjects (tt=199). Each data point represents an individual trial. Data forming 

the vertical column include MUSHT values finnn the instructed shoulder movements, whereas data 

forming the horizontal bar include MUS/TT values firom the instructed elbow movements. 
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IV. CONTRIBUTION OF MUSCLE TORQUE TO TOTAL TORQUE 

ACROSS MOVEMENTS OF DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS 

Introduction 

Movement direction has been proposed to be an important variable in planning 

multijoint arm movements. Non-human primate motor cortex discharge frequency has 

shown a covariance with intended direction during multijoint arm movements 

(Georgopoulos 1994 1995, Georgopoulos et al 1988, Schwartz et al 1988). Individual 

shoulder-related motor cortical neuron activity was broadly tuned around a 'preferred 

direction'. The composite activity of these directional neurons was used to produce a 

'population vector* which even more distinctly indicated the direction of impending 

movement (Georgopoulos et al 1988). From this evidence, direction was initially 

proposed to be an important variable in planning arm movements. Since these initial 

reports, directional coding has been found throughout many cortical and subcortical 

areas. For example, parietal cortex area 5 activity, which is thought to be involved in the 

visuomotor and somatomotor transformations of visually guided reaching, varies with 

multiple movement features including direction (Kalaska 1996). 

The selection and timing of arm muscle activity within the arm also appears to be 

related to direction. In two joint horizontal arm movements, direction relative to the 

forearm was a reasonably good predictor of whether a flexor or an extensor was the first 

muscle active at the shoulder and elbow (Hasan and Karst 1989, Karst and Hasan 1991 

ab). The relative magnitude and onset between the shoulder and elbow activity also 

covary with direction (Karst and Hasan 1991ab, Wadman et al 1980). Shoulder and 
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elbow muscle torque has also been shown to vary with direction (Buneo et al 1995). It is 

unclear, given the complex mechanics, how muscle torque and joint acceleration will 

relate to direction. The purpose of this experiment was to determine the relationship 

between the initial muscle torque to total torque relationship (MUS/TT) at the shoulder 

and elbow across multiple directions throughout the workspace. The hypothesis was 

that, although complex, there would be a generalizable relationship between MT and TT 

at the shoulder and elbow. 

Methods 

Five normal subjects (4 female, 1 male. 25-37 years of age) participated in this 

experiment Subjects were instructed to move from a common central start point to a 

target in one of 12 directions (Fig 4.1). Convention for target direction names were as 

foUows; a) named as the angle relative to the forearm axis in the horizontal plane, b) 

names began at 0° for the target anterior and along the forearm axis and moved 

counterclockwise in 30° increments. Target distance was 8 inches from the tip of the 

finger for all directions. Subjects performed 6 trials to each of 12 different target 

directions for a total of 72 total trials. Trials were blocked by direction with the order of 

directions randomized. No specific instructions were given regarding movement speed 

or path to the target 
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Results 

Muscle torque and total torque at each joint varied systematically with direction. 

In figure 4.2, the cumulative sum of muscle torques (closed symbols) are shown for the 

shoulder and elbow joints for a representative subject Shoulder muscle torque gradually 

changed from large flexor torques at 0° to equally large extensor torques at 150° and then 

toward large flexor torques at 330°-0° (Fig 4.2 A). Elbow muscle torque gradually 

changed from large flexor torques at 60° to large extensor torques at 240° and 270° (Fig 

4. IB), total torque at each joint also showed a gradual change across direction (Fig.4.2, 

open symbols). Shoulder total torque changed from large flexor torques at 0° to large 

extensor torques at 150° with large flexor torques again at 330°-0° (Fig 4.2 A). Elbow 

total torque changed from large flexor torques at 120° and 150° to large extensor torques 

at 270° through 330° (Fig 4.2 B). 

At the shoulder, changes in muscle torque followed changes in total torque across 

direction (Fig 4.2A). For example, both muscle torque and total torque changed from 

large flexor torques at 0° to large extensor torques at 150°. In addition, the magnitudes 

of muscle and total torque appeared similar or even the same for many directions. 

Shoulder muscle torque plotted against total torque for all trials for the same subject was 

exemplary of the close relationship between the two torques (Fig 4.3A). Here, most 

trials lie on or close to the line of best fit There were trials, though, which appeared 

systematically grouped slightly off the line. In general, muscle torque and total torque 

were linearly related at the shoulder for each subject as summarized in Table 4.1 (Cohen 

and Cohen 1983). This means that, in general, across direction, the torque due to the 
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active and passive properties of muscles crossing the shoulder joint had a close 

relationship with total torque, and thus shoulder joint acceleration. 

In contrast, the changes in elbow muscle torque did not follow the changes in 

elbow total torque (Rg 4.2 B). For this subject, total torque displayed large flexor 

torques at 120-150® whereas muscle torque had large flexor torques at 60®. Although for 

a few directions the magnitudes of muscle and total torque were similar (90°, 240"), for 

most directions they clearly differed. Moreover, muscle torque and total torque were in 

opposite directions for certain directions (note opposite signs for trials to 0, 30, and 180° 

in Fig. 4.2B). As a result, elbow muscle torque plotted against total torque for all trials 

for one subject did not show a linear relationship between the two torques (Fig 4.3B). 

This was consistent for each subject (Table 4.1). Thus, in general, torques due to 

muscles crossing the elbow did not have a close relationship to total torque, and thus 

elbow joint acceleration. This suggests that an interplay between interaction torque and 

muscle torque commonly occurred at the elbow joint 

At the shoulder, the qualitative similarity between muscle torque and total torque 

across direction was reflected in the quantitative ratio of muscle torque to total torque 

(MUS/TT). Shoulder MUS/TT values for individual trials for all subjects are shown in 

Fig 4.4. For most directions, shoulder MUS/TT values appeared relatively constant with 

many trials at or close to +1.00. This narrow range around +1.00 resulted as the 

magnitude of shoulder muscle torque was equal or close to that of total torque. For the 

other directions (120° and 270°), shoulder MUS/TT values was outside this narrow 
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range. For instance, at 270°, slioulder MUS/TT values changed abruptly from a relative 

narrow range to a notably wider range of values (Fig 4.4). For this direction, most 

MUS/TT values ranged from -2.50 to 0.50. This wide range of values resulted from 

movements in which consistendy small total torque values occurred with a variety of 

small to medium muscle torques (see Fig 4.2A). For two other directions, 90° to 120°, 

the MUS/TT ranged from close to +1.5 (at 90°) to +/-0.5 (at 120°). This range resulted 

as muscle torque magnitude switched from being greater than and in the same direction 

as total torque at 90°, to less than and in the same (.5) or opposite direction (-.5) as total 

torque. 

At the elbow, the qualitative differences between muscle and total torque across 

direction were also reflected in the MUS/TT values (Fig 4.5). Namely, elbow MUS/TT 

values gradually changed across direction, reflecting a variety of muscle torque to total 

torque relationships seen in Figs 4,2B and 4.3B. Starting at 90°, elbow MUS/TT values 

gradually decreased from +1.5-+2,00 at 90° to -.05-0 at 180° (Fig 4.5). A similar pattern 

of decreasing values was repeated from 240° to 30°. Within each of these two groups of 

directions, the range of MUS/TT values for any one direction varied from relatively 

narrow (ex. 120°, 270°) to relatively wide (ex. 30°,90°, 240°). Directions in between this 

repeating pattern, 60° and 210°, had the widest range of MUS/TT values as well as the 

largest (^3.00) and smallest values (^-4.00) of any direction. 

In summary, shoulder MUS/TT appeared to be relatively constant across most 

directions. More specifically, shoulder MUS/TT had two general ranges across 

directions: a) a narrow range for most directions in which the muscle torque magnitude 
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was quantitatively similar or the same as total torque, and b) a different range for select 

directions in which the muscle torque magnitude was different from total torque. 

Interestingly, elbow MUSAT values appeared to have a quite different pattern across 

direction. In general, elbow values varied both within and across directions. In other 

words, elbow muscle torque and total torque had not only different magnimdes for most 

directions but the amount of difference changed within and across direction. 

When shoulder and elbow MUS/TT values were directly compared for individual 

trials, a systematic contrast occurred between the two joints. Namely, when muscle 

torque and total torque were similar at one joint (MUS/TT close to +1.00), they were 

different at the other joint (MUS/TT not as close to +1.00). More importantiy, this 

contrast in MUS/TT values suggested a contrast in muscle torque roles. 

For most directions, shoulder MUS/TT values which appeared to be close to 

+1.00 were paired with elbow MUS/TT values which were not as close to +1.00 (Fig 

4.6A). For example, for movements to targets at 30°, shoulder MUS/TT values were 

approximately +1.00 and elbow MUS/TT values were spread from -1 to -2. Thus at the 

shoulder, total torque ( and joint acceleration) resulted primarily from muscle torque with 

very little interaction torque—a simple role. At the elbow, total torque (and joint 

acceleration) resulted from an interplay of muscle torque and interaction torque—a 

complex role. Here, interaction torque was larger than muscle torque and in the same 

direction as joint acceleration. Similarly, for 60®, shoulder MUS/TT values were close to 

+1.00 (shoulder joint acceleration resulted primarily from muscle torque) and elbow 
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MUS/TT values were further from +1.00, at +4 to +8 (elbow joint acceleration resulted 

from muscle torque and interaction torque). 

Certain directions had a clear contrast in the relationship between muscle torque 

and total torque, however MUS/TT values had less of a numerical difference between 

joints, such as between values of +1.00 and 0. Although differences in MUS/TT values 

of +1.00 and 0 appear small, each represents a fundamentally different contribution of 

muscle torque to total torque. For example, in movements to 150° (Fig 4.6A), shoulder 

MUS/TT values were close to +1.00 which signiHed a simple role for muscle torque. 

Elbow MUS/TT values were close to zero reflecting very small muscle torque relative to 

total torque. Thus, elbow muscle torque had a clearly complex role as elbow acceleration 

resulted almost entirely from interaction torques. 

For the majority of the remaining trials, the contrast between the MUS/TT at the 

shoulder and elbow was maintained, however the elbow was now the joint with MUS/TT 

values close to +1.00 (Fig 4.6A). For example, in movements to 270° elbow MUS/TT 

values were close to +1.00 and the shoulder MUS/TT values were close to 0. Thus, 

elbow joint acceleration resulted primarily from elbow muscle torque whereas shoulder 

acceleration resulted almost completely from interaction torque. 

A polar plot of the same data (Fig 4.6B) demonstrated how the contrast in 

MUS/TT values between the shoulder and elbow related systematically with direction. 

Directions were colored-coded based on which joint had average MUS/TT values close 

to +1.00. Blue directions had average values close to +1.00 with average elbow values 

further from +1.00. Red directions had average elbow MUS/TT values close to +1.00 
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with average shoulder values further from +1.00. EMrections without color did not 

display a clear contrast between joints. 

When trials for all subjects were taken together, subjects displayed a similar 

distribution of trials across direction (Fig 4,7). First, the general pattern of contrast in the 

workspace was notably similar across subjects. Thus, subjects shared the areas with 

contrast and without contrast Second, the specific regions with a contrast with the 

simple contribution at the shoulder (blue) were consistently different from regions with 

the simple contribution at the elbow (red). Blue regions were anterior to the forearm 

from 330° to 60°/90°, and posterior from 1507180° to 210°/240°. Blue regions were 

perpendicular to the red as well as to the forearm and were limited to 90° and 270°/300°. 

Third, each subject had at least one direction which did not show a contrast (non 

colored). Here, both joints have a simple or complex contribution. Interestingly, these 

regions were not dispersed throughout the workspace but rather occurred between red 

and blue regions and were not more than one consecutive direction. One interpretation is 

that non contrasting directions reflect where each joint was in transition between simple 

and complex contribution. For instance, most subjects displayed 270° as red, 300° as a 

non contrasting region and 330° as blue. Thus, 300° could represent where elbow 

muscle torque is in transition from a simple contribution (270°) to a complex one (330°) 

and the shoulder is in transition from a complex (270°) to a simple contribution (330°). 
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Conclusions 

In summary, to reach targets anterior and posterior along the forearm, subjects 

accelerated the shoulder joint using primarily shoulder muscle torque and accelerated the 

elbow joint using various combinations of muscle torque and interaction torque. In 

movements to regions directly perpendicular to the forearm, subjects used the reverse 

strategy, in which the elbow joint was accelerated with muscle torque and the shoulder 

joint was accelerated with a combination of muscle torque and interaction torque. In-

between these regions with contrasts, subjects tended to move without a contrast between 

joints. In other words, subjects tended to accelerate both joints with various 

combinations of muscle torque and interaction torque. Interestingly, non-contrasting 

directions tended to be in-between directions with different types of contrast and 

therefore may be where the muscle torque to total torque relationship at each joint is in 

transition. 

To date, a systematic pattern has been demonstrated for the choice and magnitude 

of muscle activities across direction (Karst & Hasan 1991b). In separate experiments, the 

mechanical effects of moving the arm has been demonstrate to vary systematically with 

direction (Gordon et al 1995, Hogan et al 1987). This experiment, however, is the first 

to provide specific information on how muscle properties are linked with mechanical 

effects for directions throughout the workspace, and to demonstrate a systematic pattern 

of muscle torque contributions to total torque (and thus joint acceleration) across 

direction. 
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0 deg 
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270 deg 

180 deg 

Figure 4.1, Schematic of target locations for pointing task to different directions 

This figure shows a schematic of the common start position of the arm in relation to the 12 target 

locations set 20cm firom the finger tip. Arrow indicates the 0° direction. Subjects were presented with 

only one target at a time. 
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Figure 4.2, Comparison of muscle torque and total torque across direction 

This figure shows the cumulative sum of muscle torque and total torque at the shoulder (A) and elbow 

(B) across 12 directions fcx* one subject (FB). Muscle torque values (closed symbols) and total torque 

values (open symbols) are shown fw the five individual trials per direction. The general change in torque 

values across direction is demonstrated by a line of best fit (polynomial) for muscle torque values (daik 

line) and total torque values (dotted line). A gray dotted line maiks the 0 torque value for each graph. 
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Bgure 4.3, Scatterplot of muscle torque versus total torque at tbe shoulder and elbow. 

This figure shows the relationship of muscle torque (Y axis) to total torque (X axis) fcH* the shoulder (A) 

and elbow (B) fOT one subject (FB). Each data point represents an individual trial (n=72). A linear 

regression line of best fit, the equation describing tbe line, and tbe R square value are shown for each 

graph. 
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Hguie 4.4 Shoulder MUS/TT values across direction. 

This figures shows the ratio of muscle tivque to total torque (MUS/TT) values at the shoulder for each 

direction. rfara point represents an individual trial with trials frran all subjects plotted 

(n=30/direction. <>360 total). 
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Figoie 4.5 Elbow MUS/TT values across direction. 

This figures show the ratio of muscle torque to total torque (MUS/TT) values at the elbow fcx" each 

direction. Each data point represents an individual trial with trials from all subjects plotted 

(n=30/direction, ->360 total). 
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Figure 4.6 Contzast of shoulder MUS/TT versus elbow MUS/TT across directioD. 

Bgure 4.6A shows the contrast between MUS/TT values at the shoulder versus the elbow to each 

direction for one subject (FB, n=72). F^ch trial to a direction is represented by two data points: a 

shoulder MUS/TT value (dark symbol) and an elbow MUS/TT values (open symbol). The additional Y 

axis (right) shows the MT magnitude relative to the TT value as expressed as a percentage. For example, 

a MT/TT value of 2 translates to MT magnitude being 200% the TT magnitude. Data in Rg. 4.6A was 

used to construct a polar plot in Bg 4.6B. This polar plot illustrates the same contrast between MUS/TT 

values at the shoulder and elbow shown in Bg. 4.6A in a spatial layout as occurs in the horizontal 

workspace. Each direction is colored coded based on a) if the average MUS/TT value at the shoulder and 

elbow showed a qualitative contrast, and b) in the direction with a clear contrast, which joint had the 

average MUS/TT value closer to -(-l.(X). Blue directions displayed a contrast in which the shoulder was 

the joint closer to +1.00. Red directions displayed a contrast io wbicb the elbow was the joint closer to 

4-1.00. Directions without colw did not display a contrast Target directions are labeled in the 

approximate location relative to the forearm, as in Bg. 4.1. 
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Figure 4.7, Polar plots illustrating the systematic contrast in MUS/TT across direction. 

This figure shows polar plots of the contrasting relationship between shoulder MUS/TT values versus 

elbow for individual subjects. Directions are colcv-coded as in Fig. 4.6B. Regions of the workspace in 

which movements displayed a contrast (colored regions) or did not display a contrast (non-colored 

regions) were similar across all subjects. Subjects also had similarity in the directions with a contrast in 

which the shoulder muscle torque had the simple contribution (dark) as well as those directions in which 

the elbow muscle torque had the simple contribution (red). 
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Table 4.1« R square values for muscle torque vs. total torque at the shoulder and elbow 

Subject Shoulder Elbow 

DH .90 .13 

FB .96 .33 

KA .92 .02 

HL .92 .17 

LT .87 .10 
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V. CONTRIBUTION OF MUSCLE TORQUE TO TOTAL TORQUE ACROSS 

MOVEMENTS WITH DIFFERENT JOINT EXCURSION COMBINATIONS 

Introduction 

In reactiing to targets of different directions, various combinations of shoulder 

and elbow joint excursions are used. For some directions, large excursions at one joint 

occur with small excursions at the other joint For other directions, there can be equal 

excursions at both joints. In addition to excursion magnitude, the direction of joint 

rotation can vary. For some directions, one joint flexes while the other joint extends and 

in other directions, both joints flex or extend. As a result, movements across directions 

throughout the workspace involve a range of joint excursion combinations from which to 

study intersegmental dynamics. 

For single joint movements, joint excursion and muscle torque have a 

straightforward relationship. For instance, larger joint excursions result from larger 

muscle torques. This is mechanically determined as muscle torque is the sole torque at 

the joint (Gottlieb et al, 1989a). For multijoint tasks, joint excursion and muscle torque 

have a more complex and varied relationship due to the presence of interaction torque. 

For example, larger excursions could result from larger interaction torque alone, larger 

muscle torque alone or various combinations of both torques. There are many examples 

of the divergent relationship between joint excursion and muscle torque that can occur. 

For instance. Cooke and Viiji-Babul (1995) showed that the same amount of wrist 

excursion can occur with small, medium and large wrist muscle torque. Further, the 
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same amount of excursion can occur with either flexor or extensor muscle torques. 

These various relationships are due to the interplay of various amounts of muscle torque 

and interaction torque. These examples characterize the current view of intersegmental 

dynamics for multijoint movement No study, however, has attempted to determine the 

general relationship of muscle torque to joint excursion for the shoulder and elbow across 

a complete range of joint excursion combinations in movements across the workspace. 

Given the examples of complex dynamics in multijoint arm movement, muscle 

torque and MUS/TT values for each joint were not expected to follow individual joint 

excursion, a prediction from single-joint movements. Rather, each variable was expected 

to follow predictions based on known multijoint dynamics, namely, interaction torque is 

significant and varied at each joint Thus, muscle torque and MUS/TT values were 

expected to have a range of values for any individual joint excursion, and be more 

closely related to a ratio of shoulder to elbow excursion. 

The purpose of this chapter was to test if current multijoint predictions apply, as a 

rule, to movements across a range of joint excursion combinations. Two specific 

hypotheses, based on multijoint predictions, were addressed: a) that muscle torque and 

MUS/TT at both the shoulder and elbow joint have varied values for any given 

individual joint excursion, and b) that MUS/TT at each joint have a systematic 

relationship to a ratio of shoulder to elbow excursion. 
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Methods 

Data from the experiment across directions (chapter IV.) was re-analyzed across 

shoulder and elbow joint excursion. As the movements were to directions equally spaced 

(30® increments) and with a constant target distance (20cm), a wide range of excursions 

at both joints were assured. An additional variable for the shoulder and elbow, joint 

excursion in degrees, was determined for each trial. 

Results 

For both the shoulder and elbow, total torque closely followed individual joint 

excursion (Fig 5.1). For example, at the shoulder, the largest flexor and extensor total 

torques occurred with the largest flexion and extension excursions respectively (Fig 

5.1 A). This same relationship was seen for the elbow joint (Fig 5. IB). A linear 

relationship between total torque and joint excursion at both joints was reflected in large 

R square values for each subject (Table 5.1). Thus, total torque (joint acceleration) 

scaled directly with changes in joint excursion. 

This close relationship between total torque at a joint and that joint's excursion is 

not mechanically determined but rather, in part, reflects a subject's selection of 

movement speed to a given target location (Corcos et al 1989, Gottlieb et al 1996b). 

Although, by definition, total torque is directly proportional to joint acceleration, there is 

no mechanically-defined relationship between total torque and joint excursion. In 

simpler terms, without specific instructions on accuracy or speed, subjects are free to 

move with a variety of speeds for any target Each shoulder or elbow joint excursion. 
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therefore, could have had large or small joint acceleration. A variety of potential total 

torque to joint excursion relationships, therefore, could have occurred for any target 

location. 

Elbow muscle torque did not closely follow elbow joint excursion and for any 

single excursion there was a range of muscle torques values (Rg 5.2A). For example, 

movements with 40° of extension had muscle torque values from -30Nm to ONm (Fig 

5.2B). The lack of a close association was reflected in low R square values for each 

subject (Table 5.1). Thus, across movements with a range of excursions, the elbow 

followed typical multijoint predictions as the magnitude of elbow muscle torque was not 

related to the magnitude of elbow joint excursion. This was expected for an individual 

joint moving in a multijoint linkage due to various amounts of interaction torques arising 

from motion at other joints. 

The relationship between elbow muscle torque and total torque (MUS/TT) had a 

range of values for any given elbow excursion. Elbow MUS/TT values of individual 

trials for all subjects are shown in Fig 5.3. Elbow MUS/TT had a spindle-like pattern 

across excursion (i.e. wider range of MUS/TT values at the smaller excursions, narrower 

range of MUS/TT values at the larger excursions). The majority of excursions had both 

positive and negative MUS/TT values, meaning muscle torque could either be in the 

same or opposite direction as total torque for the same joint excursion. The elbow 

clearly followed multijoint predictions of multiple MUS/TT values for any given joint 

excursion. 
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Elbow MUS/TT appeared more closely related to a ratio of shoulder and elbow 

excursion (Fig 5.4). Elbow MUS/TT had a wide range of values at large S/E ratios. As 

S/E ratio decreased toward 0 (greater elbow excursion relative to very small shoulder 

excursion), MUSHT values became concentrated around +1.00. More specifically, for 

movements in which shoulder excursion was > 50% of elbow excursion (ratios > .5), 

elbow MUS/TT had a wide range of positive and negative values. For the few trials in 

which shoulder excursion decreased toward 10% of elbow excursion (ratios approaching 

.10), elbow MUS/TT was concentrated around +1.00. 

Thus, in general, the elbow joint had relatively complex intersegmental dynamics. 

This fit traditional multijoint predictions for an individual joint in a multijoint linkage in 

which there are various amounts of interplay between muscle torque and interaction 

torque. The only trials in which elbow MUS/TT values were closer to +1.00, signifying 

relatively simple dynamics, were essentially single joint elbow movements (S/E ratio 

:̂ .10). 

Interestingly, shoulder muscle torque was closely related shoulder excursion. 

Large flexion and extension excursions occurred only with large flexor and extensor 

torques respectively (Fig. 5.2B), The trials in which shoulder muscle torque and 

shoulder excursion were not closely related were restricted to those few trials with 

shoulder excursions less than 10°. A linear relationship between muscle torque and 

excursion was reflected in large R square values for each subject (Table 5.1). This 
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relationship was in direct contradiction to multijoint predictions in which muscle torque 

and joint excursion should not be closely related as a rule. 

Also contrary to multijoint predictions, the shoulder MUS/TT did not have a wide 

range of values for most amounts of shoulder excursion. For most trials, shoulder 

MUSnr values remained in a narrow range close to +1.00 (Fig 5.5). As shoulder 

excursion decreased from 15° toward 0°, MUS/TT values tended to deviate from +1.00. 

In addition, many of the smallest excursions (<10®) had a wide range of MUS/TT values. 

This deviation from values close to +1.00 only at the smallest excursions was typical for 

each subject This relatively narrow range of MUS/TT values close to +1.00 across the 

vast majority of shoulder excursions was in direct contradiction of multijoint predictions. 

Shoulder MUS/TT also followed a ratio of shoulder and elbow excursion (Fig 

5.6). For movement in which shoulder excursion was > 50% of elbow excursion (ratios 

> .5), MUS/TT was concentrated around +1.00. For movements with shoulder 

excursions less than 10% of elbow excursion (S/E ratios <.10), shoulder MUS/TT tended 

to deviate from +1.00 and become more wide spread. This deviation for the few trials 

with S/E ratios < .10 were typical for each subject This narrow range of MUS/TT 

values close to +1.00 was again in direct contradiction to multijoint predictions. 

In summary, shoulder MUS/TT remained relatively constant and close to +1.00 

for trials in which shoulder excursion was >15® or when shoulder excursion was >50% of 

elbow excursion (S/E ratio >.50). When shoulder excursion was small in absolute terms 

or small relative to elbow excursion, shoulder MUS/TT had a range of values which were 

not as close to +1.00. In general, findings for both muscle torque and MUS/TT results 
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suggest that the shoulder joint had relatively simple intersegmental dynamics similar to a 

single joint in isolation. This is not the traditional view of an individual joint in a 

multijoint linkage. 

When shoulder and elbow MUS/TT values were plotted together, the contrasting 

pattern seen across movement direction (chapter IV.) also had a relationship to S/E ratio 

(Rg 5.7). In general, the pattern of MUS/TT values at the elbow differed substantially 

from that of the shoulder. Whereas elbow MUSAT values gradually changed in a 

relatively linear fashion with S/E ratio, shoulder MUS/TT values remained relatively 

constant near +1.00, forming a horizontal line for most S/E ratios. For the small region 

of S/E ratios near 0, shoulder MUS/TT values deviated into a vertical line as the oblique 

line of elbow MUS/TT values approached +1.00. In other words, the systematic 

difference in MUSAT values between joints reflected the systematic difference in the 

dynamics at each joint 

Interestingly, for movements covering the workspace, current multijoint 

predictions could not fully describe how muscle torque was regulated to achieve 

appropriate joint excursions throughout the limb. As expected, for all but essentially 

single joint elbow movements, the elbow joint generally had complex intersegmental 

dynamics which was consistent with multijoint predictions. Most surprisingly, current 

multijoint predictions did not anticipate that, as a rule, the dynamics at the shoulder 

would follow single joint predictions. Indeed, for most movements, shoulder muscle 

torque matched total torque indicating interaction torque was negligible. The shoulder 

only followed multijoint predictions when movements were essentially single joint elbow 
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movements. Taken together, the assumption that interaction torque, as a rule, is 

important at all joints for any arm movement was not upheld by this data. Rather, the 

results suggest that one of the two joints displays simple dynamics while the other joint 

displays the complex dynamics traditionally expected. 

Conclusions 

A revised multijoint view of muscle torque to joint excursion relationships 

For the first time, a generalizable rule regarding how muscle torque contributes to 

joint excursion across a wide range of joint excursion combinations can be described. 

From Fig 5.7, regions of S/E ratios can be related to specific and contrasting MUS/TT 

values at each joint and thus contrasting dynamics: 

Category 1: For movements with shoulder excursion greater than 50% of elhow 

excursion 

Shoulder excursion results from total torque composed primarily of muscle torque 

whereas elbow excursion results from total torque composed of both muscle torque 

and interaction torque. Thus for movements involving these excursion combinations, 

the control of shoulder excursion appears relatively straightforward and similar to a 

single joint, whereas the control of elbow excursion appears more complex and 

involves complex multijoint dynamics. 
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Category 2: For movements with shoulder excursion less than 15% of elhnw 

excursion 

Elbow excursion results from total torque which is composed of primarily muscle 

torque and shoulder excursion occurs due to total torque which is composed of both 

muscle torque and interaction torque. The control of elbow excursion therefore 

appears straightforward and similar to a single joint, whereas the control of shoulder 

excursion appears more complex and involves complex multijoint dynamics. 

Category 3: For movements with shoulder excursion between 15% and 50% of elbow 

excursion 

Both joints result from total torque composed of various levels of muscle torque and 

interaction torque. The control of both joints appears complex consistent with 

original multijoint predictions. 

Previous reports have documented that changes in the relationship of muscle 

torque to interaction torque can be elicited by changing joint excursions (Cooke and 

Viiji-Babul 1995, (Caminski and Gentile 1986, Viiji-Babul and Cooke 1995). Prior to 

this project, a rule describing how muscle and interactive torques vary with many 

different excursions was unknown. It is interesting that, in the general rules derived from 

this study, the dynamics at the shoulder are simple not just when shoulder excursion is 

greater than elbow, but also when shoulder excursion is half that of elbow excursion. 
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Similarly, the control of the elbow follows a simple contribution and simple dynamics 

only when its excursion is much greater than the shoulder (S/E ratio of 0-.15, elbow 

excursion that is at least 6x shoulder excursion). Whether these general rules apply in 

other multijoint behaviors remains to be tested. For example, two hypotheses for lower 

extremity behaviors could be addressed: (1) whenever hip excursion is half as much as 

knee excursion or greater, than hip muscle torque contribution is simple, and (2) 

whenever knee excursion is 2-6 times hip excursion, knee muscle torque contribution is 

simple. A framework for addressing these and other questions regarding how muscle 

torque is controlled to produce desire joint excursion have been provided. 
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Bgure 5.1 Scatterpiot of total torque versus joint excursion for the shoulder and elbow. 

These figures show the relationship of total torque (Y axis) to joint excursion (X axis) for the shoulder 

(A) and elbow (B) across all trials for one subject (FB). Each data point represents an individual trial 

(n=:72). A linear regression line of best fit, the equation describing the line, and the R square value are 

shown for each joint 
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Bgure 5.2 Scatterplot muscle torque versus joint excursion 

These figures show the relationship of muscle torque (Y axis) to joint excursioa (X axis) fen* the elbow 

(A) and shoulder (B) acror.s all trials for one subject (FB). Each data point represents an individual trial 

(n=72). A linear regression line of best fit, the equation describing the line, and the R square value are 

shown for each joint 
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Bgure 5.3 MUS/TT vetsus joint excunion for the elbow. 

This figure shows ratio of muscle torque to total torque (MUS/TT) values at the elbow joint across elbow 

excursions for all subjects. Each data point represents an individual trial (n=360) with a different symbol 

for each subject. 
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Figure 5.4 MUS/TT versus S/E ratio for the elbow 

These figures show ratio of muscle torque to total torque (MUS/TT) values at the elbow across the ratio 

of shoulder to elbow excursion (S/E ratio) for all subjects. Each data point represents an individual 

trial(n=:360). Figure 5.4A shows the entire fiata set, where as 5.4B shows the same data over a smaller 

range of MUS/TT values and S/E ratios for a better view of individual data points (range of 5.4B 

indicated by the dotted area in 5.4A). 
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Bguie S J MUS/TT versus joint excursion for tbe sboulder 

Tbis figure shows ratio of muscle torque to total torque (MUS/TT) values at the shoulder across shoulder 

excursions for all subjects. Each data point represents an individual (rial(n=360) with a different symbol 

for each subject 
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Bguie S.6 MUS/TT versus S/E ratio for the shoulder 

These figures show ratio of muscle torque to total torque (MUS/TT) values at the shoulder joint across 

the ratio of shoulder to elbow excursion (S/E ratio). Each data point represents an individual trial with all 

subjects included (n=360). Figure S.6A shows the entire data set. where as S.6B shows the same data 

over a smaller MUS/TT values and S/E ratios fw a better view of individual data points (range of 5.6B 

indicated by the dotted area in S.6A). 
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Figure 5.7 Contrast of shoulder and elbow MUS/TT versus S/E ratio. 

These figures show both shoulder and elbow ratio of muscle torque to total torque (MUS/TT) values 

across the ratio of shoulder to elbow excursion (S/E ratio). Each trial (n=360) is represented by two data 

points: a shoulder MUS/TT value (black diamond) and an elbow MUS/TT value (open square). Data 

firom all subjects is included. Figure S.7A shows the entire data set, where as 5.7B shows the same data 

over a smaller range of MUS/TT values and S/E ratios (range of 5.7B indicated by the dotted area in 

5.7A). 
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Table 5.1, R square values for muscle torque and total torque versus joint excursion at 

the shoulder and elbow joint for each subject with various joint excursion combinations 

Subjects Shoulder Elbow Shoulder Elbow 

MT vs Excursion MT vs Excursion TT vs Excursion TT vs Excursion 

DH .86 .09 .93 .96 

FB .96 .30 .98 .98 

KA .92 .17 .98 .96 

HL .92 .10 .97 .98 

LT .87 .02 .97 .98 
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VI. CONTRIBUTION OF MUSCLE TORQUE TO TOTAL TORQUE 

IN MOVEMENTS DESIGNED TO SEPARATE THE COVARIANCE OF 

DIRECTION AND JOINT EXCURSIONS 

Introduction 

A feature of any two joint movement made within one plane is that joint 

excursion and movement direction covary. This results from the obligatory mechanical 

relationship between the angular positions of both joints and the resultant position of the 

distal tip of the limb (Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981), Specifically, if target distance is 

held constant and movement proceeds out from a central point, each direction with be 

composed of a unique set of flexion or extension excursions at the shoulder and elbow 

joints. 

One consequence of this covariance is that both variables may equally account for 

experimental results. For example, Hasan and colleagues noted that direction (relative to 

the forearm) or a set of shoulder and elbow joint excursions equally predicted the muscle 

selection and activity patterns for point-to-point movements (Karst & Hasan, 1991, 

Koshland & Hasan, 1994), Motor cortical cell firing frequency has also been shown to 

be related to both the ratio of shoulder and elbow excursion (Scott & Kalaska, 1995) as 

well as direction (Georgopoulos 1994 1995, Georgopoulos et al 1988). One reason for 

these ambiguous findings is that, although different hand paths are possible to the same 

target, paths are typically straight and overlap (Wadman et al 1980, Morasso 1981). 

Thus, in movements to targets of equal distance across the workspace, shoulder and 
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elbow joint excursion will covary with direction, and each direction can be characterized 

by a particular shoulder to elbow joint excursion combination. 

In this project, the ratio of muscle torque to total torque (MUS/TT) at the 

shoulder and elbow joints demonstrated a consistent pattern both across direction 

(Chapter IV.), and across a ratio of shoulder/elbow excursions (Chapter V.). These 

results suggest that arm movements involving three joints (shoulder, elbow and wrist) 

also display a covariance of direction and excursion. In order to identify whether 

MUS/TT values are more associated with requirements for moving in a particular 

direction or with requirements for producing a certain joint excursion combination, 

direction and excursion must be separated. One experimental paradigm that can 

accomplish this goal is to compare movements to different distances along a given 

direction. Although shoulder and elbow excursions will generally decrease or increase to 

reach shorter or longer target distances, each joint may not change excursion 

proportionally. Thus, for certain directions, different S/E ratios would result for the 

same direction. MUS/TT values can then be compared for these short vs. long distances. 

Several specific predictions can be made for MUS/TT values across the two 

distances. If there is no change in MUS/TT at either joint with long and short target 

distances, then both muscle torque and total torque O'oint acceleration) would be scaled 

with distance along the same direction. This would suggest that a direction can be 

represented by a single MUS/TT value at each joint, and movements of all distances 

along that direction would have the same MUS/TT values at the shoulder and elbow 

joints. Alternatively, if there is a change in MUS/TT values at either joint, then muscle 
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torque and joint acceleration would not perfectly scale with distance along direction. 

Moreover, MUS/TT would not be related to movement direction, but would change with 

the joint excursions to different distances along the same direction. For this prediction, 

MUS/TT would be related to joint excursion combinations, namely the S/E ratio, and it 

would be expected that a single S/E ratio would be represented by one MUS/TT value at 

each joint The purpose of this chapter was to test these predictions. 

Methods 

A computer program was developed to generate joint angles as well as direction 

and distance for any target location in the workspace, given a central starting point and 

segment lengths. This program was used to produce a theoretical comparison of the S/E 

ratios to targets at short vs long distances across directions. This comparison was then 

used to determine which set of directions would provide clear differences in S/E ratios 

for the two distances. Using segment lengths for a typical subject, the comparison of S/E 

ratios for two target distances, 5cm and 20cm, is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

The set of movements generated from the experiment in Chapters IV & V 

involved movements to targets at 20cm. Most of these movements included S/E ratios ^ 

+1.0 or ^ -1.0. In other words, S/E ratios in which shoulder excursion was equal to or 

greater than elbow excursion (+ and - sign denote whether shoulder and elbow joint 

excursion were in the same or opposite direction). As a result, directions were chosen for 

this experiment which produced S/E ratios between 1.0 and -1.0 (elbow 

excursion>shoulder excursion) for the 5cm distance. Two groups of 5 consecutive 
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directions were selected, as each group had one or more directions in which clear 

differences in S/E ratios were predicted to result These 10 directions were 90° to 150° 

at 15° intervals, and 255° to 315° at 15° intervals (Fig. 6.1). 

Five normal adults (2 males, 3 females, aged 24 to 37 years of age) participated in 

this experiment Subjects performed 5 trials to each target distance across the 10 selected 

directions for 100 total trials per subject Targets were placed at 5cm and 20cm from the 

finger tip (Fig 6.2). Each subject maintained the same start position of shoulder, elbow 

and wrist joints for all trials. Trials were blocked by direction and then by target location 

within a direction. Direction and target distance was randomized. No specific 

instructions were given regarding movement speed or path to the target 

Results 

In this experiment similar to the previous experiment (chapter IV and V), each 

subject's trunk and wrist joint were also free to move. As a result the predicted shoulder 

and elbow joint excursion combinations (Fig. 6.1) might not necessarily occur. The 

actual S/E values for the five subjects for the short and long distances are shown in Fig. 

6.3. In general, movements to 7/10 directions (105°-150°, 285°-315°) had little or no 

difference in S/E ratio values for each subject In contrast, clear differences in S/E ratio 

values for 4/5 subjects occurred for only the 90° direction. Two directions. 255° and 

270°, had clear differences for 2/5 subjects. 

For each direction, the amount of difference in S/E ratios for short versus long 

distances varied among subjects. For example, 4/5 subjects had little or no difference for 
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255® direction, whereas one subject (BF) had a much larger difference. In addition, 3/5 

subjects had only one direction with a clear difference and no subject had clear 

differences in more than 4/10 directions. In summary, for most of the directions studied, 

shoulder and elbow joint excursions scaled for the different distances, such that the S/E 

ratio remained nearly the same. Further, only one direction, 90°, had different S/E ratios 

for different distances along the same direction for most subjects. 

For distances in which the S/E ratio did not change, it was expected that the 

MUS/TT values should not change. Indeed, shoulder and/ elbow MUS/TT values 

generally did not change for directions in which S/E ratio did not change. One 

representative direction (315°) is shown in Fig. 6.4. Although each subject used a 

slightly different S/E ratio to reach the target, all subjects showed very little change in 

S/E for the 5 vs 20cm target distance. This was seen in the consistent overlap in S/E 

ratios for individual trials to each distance (Fig. 6.4A). In addition, four of five subjects 

had little or no difference in MUS/TT values at either the shoulder (Fig. 6.4B) or elbow 

joints (Fig. 6.4C). These results show that, in general, when excursions were scaled for 

short versus long distances, muscle torques were also scaled. Results for these directions 

do not distinguish if MUS/TT is associated with direction vs excursion. They do suggest 

that for many directions in this experiment, the covariance of direction and excursion is 

maintained, as well as the same MUS/TT ratio is maintained. 

Movements to the few directions in which S/E ratios had clear differences, 

however, were revealing. For these directions, shoulder and/or elbow MUS/TT values 

were clearly different for the two distances. Individual trials to the direction with the 
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most consistently clear S/E ratio differences, 90®, is shown in Fig. 6.5. For 4/5 subjects, 

S/E ratio values consistently differed with little overlap for individual trials to each 

distance (Fig. 6.5A). For three of the subjects (BF, GH & LT), S/E ratio values 

increased for the longer distance, indicating that more shoulder excursion occurred 

relative to elbow excursion. MUS/TT values at both the shoulder and elbow joints also 

increased for these subjects. For a different subject (DF), S/E ratio values decreased for 

the longer distance, indicating that less shoulder excursion occurred relative elbow 

excursion. For this subject the shoulder MUS/TT increased while the elbow MUS/TT 

decreased. These results generally show that when S/E ratio values changed, MUS/TT 

values changed. The two subjects which showed clear S/E ratio differences for 255° and 

270°, also showed clear differences in MUS/TT values. Results from these three 

directions (90°, 255°, 270°), were, therefore, consistent with the prediction that shoulder 

and elbow MUS/TT values follow the required joint excursions, rather than remaining 

the same for the required direction. 

Although MUS/TT changed with changes in S/E ratio, there were interesting 

exceptions which suggest that the actual relationship between MUS/TT values and joint 

excursion is not straightforward. The first exception was one subject (BR in movements 

to 315° (Fig. 6.4). For BF, S/E ratio values did not change for the two distances, 

however, there were large differences in shoulder MUS/TT values for the two distances. 

The second exception was one subject (FB) in movements to 90° (Fig. 6.5). Here S/E 

ratio values had little or no change, yet both shoulder and elbow MUS/TT values 

changed. Both examples showed that small differences in S/E ratio values could have 
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large differences in MUS/TT values. There were other examples of a single S/E ratio 

which occurred with a range MUS/TT values. For example, for the 20cm distance to 

315° (dark symbols, Rg. 6.4), GH and FB used similar S/E ratios; yet both shoulder and 

elbow MUS/TT values were clearly different between these two subjects. This 

variability suggested that the same S/E ratio could be achieved by different MUS/TT 

ratios. Thus, the general results suggest that MUS/TT values will change when S/E 

ratios change along the same direction. The exceptions, however, suggest that given a 

specific change in MUS/TT values, the resulting change in S/E ratio values is variable 

and difficult to predict for all subjects. 

The previous experiment (chapter IV and V) showed that MUS/TT values at one 

joint contrasted with values at the other joint Namely, at one joint the MUSAT was 

close to +1.00 reflecting simple dynamics, whereas at the other joint, the MUS/TT was 

further from +1.00 reflecting more complex dynamics. Results from this experiment 

suggest that despite the various changes in S/E ratio and/or MUS/TT values at each joint, 

this contrast was maintained for movements to difference distances (see Figs. 6.4 and 

6.5). For example, movements to 90® had clear differences in MUS/TT values at both 

joints (Fig. 6.5). For 4/5 subjects, as MUS/TT values at one joint became closer to +1.00 

with movements to the longer distance (indicated by arrow), MUS/TT at the other joint 

systematically deviated away from +1.00 (arrow). For the remaining subject, DF, 

MUS/TT values both deviated from +1.00. 

In general, the contrast between joints was maintained across all joint excursion 

combinations. A plot of MUS/TT values versus S/E values for all trials at the 20cm 
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distance (Fig. 6.6A) is shown along with a plot of all trials for the 5cm distance (Fig. 

6.6B). These plots include data from all movements for all subjects to directions of 90-

150°, 255-315®. Also included is a similar plot from the previous chapter for all trials to 

20cm across the directions of 0-330° (Fig. 6.6C). In all three plots, shoulder MUS/TT 

values appeared close to +1.00 for S/E values greater than .30 (-.30^x^.30) and began to 

deviate further from +1.00 as S/E ratio decreased toward 0. In contrast, the elbow 

MUS/rr values had a relatively linear relationship with S/E ratios with MUS/TT values 

deviating further from +1.00 as S/E ratios deviated from 0. MUS/TT values were close 

to +1.00 as S/E values decreased toward 0. Therefore, the contrast between MUS/TT 

values at the two joints appeared to be maintained across different distances, regardless 

of changes in S/E ratios or changes in the magnitude of MUS/TT values at a joinL 

Conclusions 

In summary, direction and joint excursion appear to covary as a general rule for the 

horizontal three joint movements in this experiment Specifically, for most directions, 

the relative excursion of the shoulder and elbow (S/E ratio) was preserved when subjects 

were asked to move a different distances along the same direction, even though the actual 

magnitude of the excursions must and did change. 

In this experiment, the covariance could be disconnected in a very limited region 

of the workspace for most subjects, namely, three directions. Further only one of the 

three directions had consistently clear differences in S/E ratio values for all subjects. 

Results from these few directions suggest that MUS/TT values follow joint excursion 
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closer than absolute direction; however, differences between subjects demonstrate that 

multiple MUS/TT values can accomplish the same S/E ratio, i.e., the same joint 

excursions combination, suggesting that the relationship between joint excursion and 

MUS/TT is not straightforward and mechanically locked. Most importantly, even with 

changes in MUS/TT, the contrast of MUS/TT at the shoulder vs. elbow joints was 

generally preserved across changes in distances, directions, and joint excursion 

combinations. 

Many studies of arm movements have focused on determining which movement 

variables are specifically controlled and which simply covary (Kalaska et al 1989, Loeb 

et al 1996, Mussa-Ivaldi 1988, Scott and Kalaska 1995, Soechting 1989 1991). The 

three-fold covariance of this study (muscle torque contribution-to-joint excursion-to-

direction) suggests that under normal conditions, the variables under neural control 

(muscle torque), variables of the motion (excursions), and variables of the external space 

(direction) are so tightly coupled that simulations or very specific movements must be 

used to demonstrate that there is a choice of either neural or kinematic variables from a 

range of possibilities for the same movement goal Further, the difficulty with which 

these variables are separated suggests that the covariance may be an important aspect of 

how multijoint arm movements are controlled. 
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Figure 6.1, Predicted S/E ratios Cch- different target distances along directions throughout the workspace 

This figure shows the ratio of shoulder to elbow excursion (S/E ratio) predicted to occur in movements to 

a Scm (dark square) and 20cm (open square) target distance across directions from 0-31S° at IS" 

increments. The predicted S/E ratio values were calculated based on actual limb segment lengths firom a 

subject of average height The two smaller figures show the S/E ratio for the 10 directions selected for 

the experiment (90°-150° and 255°-315°). 
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315 300 285 
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Figure 6.2, Schematic of target locations for pointing task to two distances along the same direction 

This schematic figure sbows the 20 target locations (10 directions X 2 distances) for the pointing task. 

The inner circle shows targets of 5cm distance across the 5 directions medial (QC-ISO") and lateral 

(25S°-31S°) to the forearm. The outer circle shows targets of 20cm distance for the same directions. 

Only one target location was displayed at a time. Targets at Scm distance are illustrated as smaller 

circles to allow a better view of individual targets. All targets, however, were the same dimension during 

experiment (see Methods for details). 
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Hgure 6.3, Comparison of S/E ratios for short and long distances across directions 

This figure shows the average ratio of shoulder to elbow excursion (S/E ratio) for movements to Scm 

(dark square) and 20cm (open square) distance across each direction. Each graph shows S/E ratio data 

from a separate subject, as indicted by initials. There is no data point to 20cm distance for DF as these 

trials were unable to be analyzed. 
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Figure 6.4 Compaiison of S/E ratios, shoulder MUS/TT and elbow MUS/'l'l for two distances along the 

315° direction 

This figure shows the S/E ratio (A), shoulder MUS/TT values (B) and elbow MUS/TT values (O to the 

Scm (closed symbols) and 20cm (open symbols) in movements to 315°. Each data point represents an 

individual trial. There are five trials per subject Each S/E ratio for a trial is aligned vertically with the 

corresponding shoulder and elbow MUS/TT values. The dotted line in the MUS/TT graphs (B. Q 

indicates a MUS/TT value of -f 1.00 where muscle torque and total torque are equivalent 
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Figure 6.S, ComparisoQ of S/E ratios, shoulder MUS/TT and elbow MUS/TT for two distances along the 

90® direction 

This figure shows the S/E ratio (A), shoulder MUS/TT values (B) and elbow MUS/TT values (Q to the 

Scm (dark square) and 20cm (open square) in movements to 315°. Each data point represents an 

individual trial. There are five trials per subject Each S/E ratio for a trial is aligned vertically with the 

corresponding shoulder and elbow MUS/TT values. Arrows indicate the general direction of change in 

the specific variable from Scm movements to 20cm movements. The dotted horizontal line in the 

MUS/TT graphs (B, Q indicates a MUS/TT value of+1.00 where muscle torque and total torque are 

equivalent 
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Bgure 6.6. Scatteiplot comparing shoulder and elbow MUS/TT versus S/E ratios for two diSerent 

distances. 

This figure shows MUS/TT values for the shoulder and elbow across S/E ratios for movements to the 

20cm target distance (A), 5cm target distance (B) and data firom the previous experiment with 

movements to 20cm distance, chapter IV (Q. For A-C, each trial is represented by two data points; one 

shoulder MUS/TT value (black bar) and one elbow MUSHT value (red bar). A and B show all trials 

from all subjects (n=:250/graph). C shows same data as Bg. 5.7, however X and Y axis are restricted to 

the same range of Fig 6.6 A and B for better comparison (n»360). A and B include movements to select 

directions in the workspace separated by 15° increments. C includes movements aaoss the workspace at 

30° inaements. The dotted line in each graph indicates a MUS/TT value of+1.00 where muscle torque 

and total torque are equivalent. 
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vn. DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL: A RULE FOR THE CONTRIBUTION OF 

MUSCLE TORQUE TO TOTAL TORQUE IN MULTUOINT ARM MOVEMENTS 

Introduction 

In planning multijoint arm movements, the nervous system is faced with a large and 

redundant number of variables which may be controlled (Soechting 1991). Similarly, the 

investigator is faced with a large number of measurable variables related to 

intersegmental dynamics that may be important in pre-planning arm movements. 

Bernstein advanced the idea that the nervous system reduces the number of variables 

needed for planning by linking selected variables into relationships that do not change 

across movement conditions (Bernstein 1967, Spoms and Edelman 1993). Investigators 

have searched for these invariant relationships or 'rales' on the assumption that they 

simplify movement control for the nervous system and thus, in some fashion, reflect 

important plaiming variables (Soechting 1989). 

One obvious difficulty in developing rules for multijoint movement which generalizes 

to joints throughout the limb and across a variety of movements conditions is 

accommodating the range of intersegmental dynamics. Within these complex dynamics. 

Hoy and coworkers noted an interesting feature during the cat pawshake response: 

muscles at one joint appeared to produce torque to control its own joint acceleration, 

whereas muscles at other joints appeared to produce torque to control the motion-

dependent interactions, namely interaction torques (Hoy et al 1985b, Hoy and Zemicke 

1986). The authors concluded that muscle torque had fundamentally different roles 
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between adjacent joints and thus the joints were under 'differential control'. Although 

described for cat hindlimb behavior, differential control may be a generalizable rule 

linking joint kinetics and kinematics in the planning and execution of multijoint 

movements (Smith and Zemicke 1987). 

Differential control has not been investigated outside the pawshake response, however 

the following reports suggest that it is a plausible hypothesis for other behaviors 

including arm movements. In general, for the swing phase of cat locomotion (Hoy and 

Zemicke 1985a), as well as human walking, running and kicking (Pumara 1991), muscle 

torque appeared to directly result in the joint acceleration at one joint, whereas muscle 

torque appear to resist or assist interaction torques at the other joint In studies of 

horizontal arm movements of various joint excursions, distal joint movement was greatly 

influenced by interaction torques from proximal joint motion, however, proximal joint 

movement was unaffected by distal joint motion (Cooke and Virji-Babul 1995, Viiji-

Babul and Cooke 1995). In both horizontal and sagittal plane arm movements, shoulder 

motion appeared to result primarily from shoulder muscle torque, whereas, elbow motion 

resulted from elbow muscle torque combined with one or more interaction torque 

components (Bastian et al 1996, Hollerbach and Flash 1982, Kaminski and Gentile 

1986). Darling and Cole (1990) also reported similar dynamics between joints during 

movements of the index finger. Taken together, these reports suggest that differential 

control may indeed be a feature of the complex dynamics of multijoint movement 

A determination of differential control as a generalizable rule for arm movements is 

presently precluded. First, the literature does not contain sufficient data across multiple 
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movement conditions. Second, Hoy's joint classifications have not been quantified, thus 

differential control is presently descriptive. The purpose of this chapter was 1) to 

develop quantitative criteria to test differential control, and 2) to test differential control 

as a feature of launching the arm throughout the workspace. These results suggest that 

differential control is a consistent feature within the dynamics of horizontal pointing 

movements and thus may be important in the planning and execution of arm movements. 

Methods 

For this chapter, data from the single joint instructed task (chapter HI) and from 

the movements across direction (chapter IV) were re-examined to quantitatively test the 

hypothesis of differential control. Criteria for each category were developed which 

translated Hoy's description of different muscle torque to joint acceleration relationships 

into specific relationships between muscle torque and total torque, as well as a specific 

ranges of MUS/TT values. 

In Hoy's first category, muscle torque controls it's own joint acceleration. In this 

case, muscle torque is the majority torque making up total torque and has a simple 

contribution to joint acceleration. We named these joints "launchers". Graphical 

boundaries for 'majority' were created for each joint by multiplying the total torque 

profile by ±50% (i.e. .50 and 1.50) A joint was a launcher when the muscle torque 

profile remained within the boundaries throughout the time up to peak joint acceleration. 

At a launcher joint, the interaction torque is smaller than muscle torque and in the 
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minority of total torque. In terms of MUS/TT values, a joint was a launcher if the Ratio 

was between .51-1.49. 

In Hoy's other category, joint acceleration was determined by both muscle torque 

and substantial interaction torque. Here interaction torque is as large or larger than 

muscle torque and in the majority of total torque. In this case, muscle torque has a 

complex contribution to joint acceleration. We named these joints "responders". A joint 

was a responder if the muscle torque profile fell on or outside the ±50% total torque 

boundaries at anytime up to peak joint acceleration. In terms of MUS/TT values, a joint 

was a responder if the Ratio was ^.50 or ^1.50. 

Results 

Single-joint-instructed multijoint task 

The intersegmental dynamics of this task were such that the total torque of the 

joint instructed to move (focal joint) would be dominated by muscle torque, and 

therefore, should be a launcher. For the other joint (nonfocal joint) to remain relatively 

motionless, muscle and interaction torque would be approximately equal magnitudes and 

opposite directions. The nonfocal joint therefore should be a responder. Thus the single-

joint-instructed task was a convenient test of whether our quantitative criteria adequately 

characterized joints. 

The muscle torque profiles for representative trials of instructed-shoulder flexion 

movements are shown in Rg. 7.1 A and are plotted with respect to the total torque 

boundaries (red lines). For both subjects, each shoulder muscle torque profile remained 
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within the boundaries. In contrast, each elbow muscle torque proHle fell outside the 

boundaries. Thus, qualitatively, the shoulder was a launcher and the elbow a responder. 

The muscle torque profiles for representative trials of instructed-elbow flexion 

movements are shown in Fig. 7. IB. For both subjects, each elbow muscle torque profile 

remained within the boundaries. In contrast, each shoulder muscle torque profile fell 

outside the boundaries. Thus, qualitatively, the elbow was a launcher and the shoulder a 

responder. 

When data for all single-joint-instructed trials (flexion and extension of the shoulder, 

flexion and extension of the elbow) were pooled, the focal joint was quantitatively 

classiHed a launcher with the nonfocal joint as a responder in 196 of 199 trials (98%). 

This is illustrated by the scatterplot of MUS/TT values in Fig 7.2C. Each data point 

represents the shoulder MT/TT value (x axis) and elbow MT/TT value (y axis) for an 

individual trial. Data points form two groups: one group lies parallel to the vertical axis 

and one parallel to the horizontal axis. The vertical group has shoulder MT/TT values 

within .50-1.50 Oauncher) and various elbow MT/TT values of .50^x^1.50 (responder). 

The horizontal group has elbow MT/TT values within .50-1.50 Gauncher) and various 

shoulder MT/TT values of .50>x>1.50 (responder). 

fiistograms of MT/TT value data for focal and nonfocal joints for all subjects are 

shown separately in Fig. 7.2D. The distribution of data suggests that our quantitative 

criteria were appropriate for joint classification. First, although focal joint MT/TT could 

have had a wide range of values, all remained within .50-1.50, our hypothesized launcher 

category. Second, the distribution was bell-shaped with higher frequencies occurring 
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around MT/TT values of +1.00 (mean .98±.17) and lower frequencies at the borders 

between categories (MT/TT values near .50 and 1.50). The nonfocal joint distribution 

was also within our hypothesized responder category (.50^x^1.50). The nonfocal 

distribution had a wide range of values with the largest frequencies between -1 to 0 and 2 

to 5. 

Pointing movements across directions 

In contrast to the single-joint-instructed task, the pointing task resulted in movements 

with a wide range of excursion combinations (Table 7.1) and intersegmental dynamics 

between the shoulder and elbow joints. This task, therefore, was a test of the generality 

of differential control. If differential control was a general feature, a majority of trials 

should display one launcher and one responder despite the varying kinematics and 

dynamics. 

The muscle torque profiles for representative trials of the pointing task to one 

direction (180°) are shown in Fig. 7.2A. For both subjects, each shoulder muscle torque 

profile remained within the boundaries (launcher). In contrast, each elbow muscle torque 

profile fell outside the boundaries (responder). The muscle torque profiles for 

representative trials to another direction (270°) are shown in Fig. 7.2B. For both 

subjects, each elbow muscle torque piOiile fit within the boundaries (launcher) and each 

shoulder muscle torque profile fell outside the boundaries (responder). Thus, in 

movements to both directions, differential control was displayed. 
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When data for subjects were pooled across all directions, 290 of 358 trials (81%) 

displayed differential control. Of the differential control trials, the shoulder was the 

launcher in 77% with the elbow the launcher in the remaining trials. Although launchers 

often had larger excursions versus responders, in 30% of differential control trials, 

responders had equal or greater excursion than the launcher. The scatterplot in Fig. 7.2C 

shows that the majority of trials fit within the pair of vertical bars (shoulder 

launcher/elbow responder) or horizontal bars (elbow launcher/shoulder responder) 

similar to the single-joint-instructed task (Fig 7.1C). Histograms of MT/TT data for 

launcher and responder joints for aU differential control trials (Fig. 7.2D) were similar to 

those of focal and nonfocal joints (Fig 7. ID). The launcher distribution was relatively 

bell-shaped with higher frequencies occurring well within the launcher category and 

lower frequencies at the borders between categories. The distribution of MT/TT values 

for responders also showed higher frequencies well within the responder category and 

lower frequencies at the borders between categories. Of the 68 trials without differential 

control, 57 (84%) were responder at both joints. Meaning that an interplay of muscle 

torque and interaction torque was displayed at both joints. The MT/TT values for one or 

both joints of these responder-responder trials, in Fig 7.2D, were close to the border 

between launcher and responder categories (.50 and 1.50). These trials may occur when 

parameters which determine differential control are in transition and thus both joints are 

switching between categories. 
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Conclusions 

Differential control was consistently observed in two tasks of fundamentally different 

kinematics. This consistency suggests that differential control is an important feature of 

moving the limb. For example, differential control does not appear to follow simple 

joint-based rules such as: a) launchers have large excursions, responders have small 

excursions, or b) the shoulder joint is always the launcher and the elbow joint the 

responder. In addition, as differential control occurred throughout the workspace and 

muscle activity patterns vary throughout the workspace (Karst and Hasan 1991, Wadman 

et al 1980), differential control does not appear linked to only specific muscle groups or 

combinations. Taken together, these results suggest differential control describes a 

general feature of multijoint arm movement 

How might differential control be used in planning movement? Differential control 

may clarify the transformation between muscle torque and motion at each joint for the 

initiation of arm movement At the launcher, the transformation would be 

straightforward as the amount of joint motion results directly from the amount of 

launcher muscle torque. At the responder, the transformation becomes straightforward, 

in that responder joint motion results primarily from interaction torque, which initially 

arises from launcher motion and thus primarily launcher muscle torque. In other words, 

launcher muscle torque would result in a predictable amount of responder motion. 

Responder muscle torque can then be selected based on the anticipation of whether this 

resultant motion will be appropriate, too much or too little. Thus, launcher muscle 

torque can be used to predict the appropriate level of responder muscle torque. In this 
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manner, once a single launcher variable is specified, both launcher and responder motion 

can be approximated. 

Another recently reported feature of arm movement, 'linear synergy', describes the 

proportional relationship between the dynamic portion of muscle torque at the shoulder 

and elbow joint for vertical movements (Gottlieb et al 1996 1997). Both differential 

control and linear synergy appear consistent across multiple movement conditions. Each 

feature, however, implies a slightly different view of multijoint control. Linear synergy 

suggests that the specific proportionality of shoulder to elbow muscle torque is an 

important focus of control. Differential control implies that the systematic difference in 

the contribution of muscle torque to joint kinematics at the shoulder versus elbow is an 

important focus. Current work with multijoint arm movements of different speeds, 

directions and joint excursion combinations will further lest differential control as a 

generalizable rule for multijoint arm movements. 
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Fig 7.1 sbows data finom the single joint instructed task. A and B show scbematic figures and 

representative trials of instructed shoulder flexion (A) and elbow flexion (B). Trials firom two subjects 

(KA and LT) are shown side by side with the shoulder and elbow muscle torque profiles (thin lines) for 

each trial shown in relation to red total torque boundaries. Torque in Newton-meters is on the Y axis. 

For each shoulder flexion trial (A), the shoulder muscle torques fit within the boundary Gauncher) and 

elbow muscle torque profiles fell outside boundary (responder). In contrast, for each elbow flexion trial 

(B), the elbow was a launcher and the shoulder a responder. Time line is 100 msec. 

C. Scatterplot of shoulder Ratios (x axis) vs. elbow Ratios (y axis) for pooled trials across all subjects. 

Each data point represents an individual trial. Vertical bats enclose trials in which shoulder was a 

launcher (Ratio .51-1.49) and elbow responder (Ratios of .50^x^1.50). Horizontal bars enclose trials in 

which shoulder was a responder and elbow a launcher. All but three trials have one launcher and one 

responder. 

D. Histograms of Ratio data for the focal joint (shoulder or elbow) and the corresponding nonfocal joint 

(shoulder or elbow) for each trial. These distributions support criteria for classification of joints. 
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Fig 12. shows Hatii fonn pointing across directions task in the same fonnat as Fig. 7.1. A and B show 

schematic figures and re{ffesentative trials to two directions for two sulqects (KA and FB). For 

movements to 180 deg (A), shoulder muscle torques fit within the red total torque boundary (launcher) 

and elbow muscle torques fell outside boundary (respoader) fw both subjects. For movements to 270 deg 

(B), elbow is launcher and shoulder responder for both subjects. 

C. Scatterplot of the shoulder Ratios (x axis) vs. elbow Ratios (y axis) fcx pooled trials across all 

subjects. The majority of trials (81%) have one launcher and one responder and thus fit within the 

vertical or horizontal bars. 

D. Histograms of Ratio data for the launcher joint (shoulder or elbow) and the corresponding responder 

joint (shoulder or elbow) for pooled trials. Both launcher and responder histograms show similar 

distributions as in single joint instructed task despite different kinematics. 
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Table 7.1, Range of joint excursion combinations exhibited during pointing task 

Excursion Combinations Excursions (degrees) Trials (n=358) 

shoulder flexion 6 to 22 54 
elbow flexion 2 to 27 

shoulder flexion 1 to 30 148 
elbow extension 4 to 43 

shoulder extension 3 to 40 120 
elbow flexion 2 to 45 

shoulder extension 8 to 17 36 
elbow extension 10 to 22 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 

Contraftt a.s a general feature of multiioint movement 

This project suggests that, for the reaching tasks studied, the control of muscle 

torque to achieve the desired kinematics is fundamentally different at the shoulder and 

the elbow joint This contrast between joints was consistently displayed across 

movements of various directions, joint excursion combinations and target distance. In 

addition, the muscle torque contribution could switch from simple to complex at a single 

joint depending on the movement direction or joint excursion combination. This 

systematic contrast, or differential control, was maintained as a general feature of 

initiating human arm movements throughout the workspace. 

This contrast does not appear to be limited to humans arm movements. As 

discussed in Chapter 7, reports on several additional behaviors (ex. locomotion, 

pawshake response, kicking, running) suggest a systematic contrast of muscle torque 

contributions between adjacent joints. These behaviors differ in their body and joint 

kinematics, functional goal, even species and amount of intact nervous system. Each, 

however, appears to share the common feature of differential control. For example, 

human arm movements and the pawshake response of the spinal cat differ in many ways. 

Arm movements are point to point with a goal of specific placement of the distal point 

whereas the pawshake is a high acceleration, rhythmical shaking of the distal point Both 

behaviors, however, are the clearest examples to date of multijoint movements which 

display differential control. 
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Interestingly, for kicking, forward walking, and arm movements anterior and 

posterior along the forearm (blue regions in Fig 4.7) the launcher occurs at the proximal 

joint For the pawshake response, backward walking, and arm movements perpendicular 

to the forearm (red regions in Fig 4.7) the launcher occurs at the distal joint It may be 

possible in the future to generally classify complex movements or skills according to the 

range of MT/TT values or by which joints are launchers and responders. 

Covariance within neuromusculoskeletal svstem 

The covariance between movement direction, joint excursion and MUS/TT values 

in this project has several important implications for neuromotor control of arm 

movements. First that given that direction and joint excursion covary with movements 

throughout the workspace, neural areas involved in the planning and control of the 

movement should have a tendency to covary with both variables. For example, cortical 

cell firing does indeed covary with direction and joint excursion (Caminiti 1990, 

Georgopoulos 1994, 1995) as well as isometric force (Kalaska 1989). Given that muscle 

activity patterns also covary with direction and joint excursion (Karst and Hasan 1991b), 

it is not surprising that shoulder and elbow related cortical cell firing covaries with 

shoulder and elbow muscle activity patterns (Scott 1997). These results suggest that 

MUS/TT values at the shoulder and elbow should be added to the list of variables which 

covary with direction/joint excursion. Thus, there appears to be a continuity of 

covariance extending from cortical firing, through muscle activity pattern and force to 

the relationship between muscle torque and joint acceleration and finally to the resulting 
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joint excursions and movement in a particular direction. This covariance has typically 

been considered a confounding issue to discovering which movement variables are 

specifically controlled and which simply covary. Another view is that this covariance is 

a useful and simplifying feature of the entire neuromusculoskeletal system. 

The covariance between the muscle torque contributions and direction/joint 

excursion could result from a neural choice of a particular strategy or from mechanical 

constraints. For example, the nervous system could choose certain muscle activity 

patterns and muscle torques which then result in consistent joint excursion and movement 

direction. Conversely, given the typical straight line path, the segment lengths and 

masses may be such that joint excursion combinations and intersegmental dynamics 

dictate a contrast of MUSHT values between joints. Regardless of where this covariance 

ultimately originates (neural or mechanical), it addresses a well-known issue posed by 

Bernstein (1967): how is movement simplified to a level that is controllable. In short, 

for any one direction, there appears to be a limited set of S/E ratios for any distance as 

well as set of contrasting muscle torque contributions Gauncher, responder). Thus the 

redundancy of muscle selection and of the available kinematic choices would appear to 

be reduced. Interestingly, the finding of covariance from cortical cell firing through 

muscle activities and muscle torque to excursions and direction suggests that findings 

such as differential control could be represented throughout the neuromuscular system 

and thus lead to novel hypotheses regarding the control of coordinated movement at the 

neural level. 
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APPENDIX 

Torque components were computed for the shoulder and elbow joints as detailed in the 

following equations. The terms of these equations are related to the motion at the joints 

by partitioning the terms into three different quantities: self or total-torque, interaction 

torque, and muscle torque (Sainburg et al 199S and personal communication with Bob 

Sainburg). The coordinate frame is in joint angles. 

Shoulder Joint (q): 

Interaction Torque = -fZZ [le Acosf ] + fX ^[Asinf ] + 2fX qZ [Acosf] 

Total Torque = -qYT. {Ig + 1st + 2[Acos£]} 

Muscle Torque = fEX [le + Acosf ] - fZ ̂ [Asinf ] - 2fZ qZ [Acosf ] + qZS {le + 1st 
+ 2[Acosf]} 

Elbow Joint (f): 

Interaction Torque = - qZE [Acosf +Ie] - q2 ̂ (Asinf) 
Total Torque = - fTT. I^ 

Muscle Torque = qZZ [Acosf + y +qZ ^(Asinf) + f22 le 

Symbols: subscripts 1 & 2 refer to the arm and forearm segments, respectively 
SE=second derivative of displacement, angular acceleration 
S=first derivative of displacement, angular velocity 
m = mass of segment 
r = center of mass of segment 
Ig = forearm inertia 
1st = upper arm inertia 
L = length of segment 
Ig = (l2+m2r22) 

1st = (Ii+miri2)+(ni2 
A= (m2 Li r2)+(Li) 
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Segment inertial moments, and I2 ; center of mass, r, and segment mass, m; computed 

from regression equations ttiat include body weight and segment length (Winter 1990). 

Terminology 

The terminology used for torque components derived by inverse dynamics is a 

topic of current discussion (Sainburg et al 1995, Topka et al 1998, Zemicke and Smith 

1996). Specifically, as there is no standard set of equations, there is no standard 

terminology. One consequence is that comparing data across different laboratories can 

become difficult as terms with similar meanings can represent different torque quantities 

(Topka et al 1998). Muscle torque and self torque are the two torques addressed in this 

project (see Methods for details). Whereas muscle torque has a relatively clear meaning, 

self torque does not It is important that self torque be clearly defined and distinguished 

from any other terms which imply similar quantities. The following is a brief discussion 

of the rationale for a) selecting the Ghez equations which use the term self torque, and b) 

changing the term 'self to 'total* for this project 

Given the same kinematics, any form of the equations of motion will ultimately 

reflect the same kinetics. Due to the authors specific use for the equations, however, the 

different mathematical terms can be grouped differently and can be called different 

names. As muscle torque is a residual term, all equations are assumed to have the same 

muscle torque quantity. This is not so for the total or composite torque term. I will focus 

on two currently used equations which have a specific term defined as the total or 

composite torque.. The equations used by Smith and colleagues (Hoy et al 1985a) 
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include a term called 'Net' torque or 'Net joint' torque. This term is conceptually 

defined as the simi of all torque components acting at a joint, and is mathematically the 

product of segmental angular acceleration and segmental moment of inertia (Zemicke 

and Smith 1996). Second, equations used by Ghez and colleagues (Sainburg et al 1995) 

include a term called 'Self torque. This term is similarly defined as the sum of all 

torque components acting at a joint, and is mathematically the product of the joint 

angular acceleration and the 'effective' inertia carried by the joint, that is, the mass-

segment properties of all segments distal to the joint For example, the shoulder effective 

inertia would include the mass-segment properties of the upper arm, forearm and hand. 

Although 'Net' and 'Self torque would appear to reflect the same torque 

quantity, they do not (Sainburg et al 1995, Zemicke and Smith 1996). 'Net' torque 

includes only the mass-segment properties of the segment of interest In addition, the 

angular acceleration of the joint of interest is included in the 'motion dependent' torque 

term and not in the 'Net' torque. This was appropriate given that these equations were 

derived to address the interplay of muscle torque at a joint with the torques arising from 

motion at each segment (even the segment making up the joint of interest). 'Net* torque 

was not designed to reflect the joint acceleration as would be expected of the total or 

composite torque. For example, in a single elbow movement in the horizontal plane, 

'Net' torque and muscle torque will not be the same magnitude as the acceleration of the 

forearm segment will appear in the motion dependent torque. Thus, if a total or 

composite torque is desired, the Smith equation is not appropriate. Ghez and colleagues 

derived a new set of equations with the specific purpose of having a term which reflects 
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the total torque at a joint In the single joint example, self torque and muscle torque will 

be the same magnitude. 

Although I chose to use the Ghez equations, I chose to substitute the name 'total' 

torque for self torque for clarity. The word 'SelT was chosen specifically to eliminate 

potential confusion with 'Net* torque (Sainburg personal conmiunication) and to reflect 

the proportionality with a joint's own acceleration. Thus 'SelT has a defined meaning, 

however, it is not immediately clear to a general audience that this torque is the 

composite or total torque. The word 'total' torque was chosen to provide a clearer 

meaning. 
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